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 2022 was a year of shock, with the 
outbreak of war in Ukraine. More than the 
return of war to European soil, this conflict is 
the manifestation of the serious imbalance 
that threatens the international order. This war 
also highlights our dependence on maritime 
flows for our commercial and energy supplies. 
Freedom of navigation, and more broadly the 
application of the law of the sea, are therefore 
back at the core of our strategic issues.
Like other shared spaces, the sea is a fluid 
environment in which all activities coexist 
without physical barriers. It is an area of 
dual human activity, where merchant navy 
and military activities are naturally and 
indiscriminately carried out in a show of 
power competition. It is at this interface that 
the Maritime Information Cooperation and 
Awareness Center is located: it is a bridge 
between the civilian and military world in 
order to improve maritime security throughout 
the world’s seas. In this context, this centre is 
particularly important. I salute the work of the 
sailors who support the maritime community 
with their commitment and determination.
The example of the Gulf of Guinea is 
encouraging. Although it was one of the most 

dangerous areas in the world, a clear decrease 
in piracy has been observed this year. While 
we must remain cautious and carefully analyse 
the causes of this improvement, I see it as 
a strong invitation to continue our efforts. 
This is precisely the point we agreed on at 
the symposium of the Chiefs of Staff of the 
Navies of the Gulf of Guinea, held in Paris last 
October, alongside my counterparts from the 
neighbouring navies and representatives of the 
partner navies, the Yaoundé architecture, the 
European Union and the maritime industry. 
Training, education and information sharing 
are all ways in which we can improve maritime 
security in the region.
This positive momentum is a call to extend 
maritime security on a global scale. It is also a 
call to continue the development of the MICA 
Center, which has proven its effectiveness in 
providing a link between private and public 
actors for the benefit of global maritime 
security.
The French Navy remains more than ever 
committed to making the MICA Center 
an operational tool of ever increasing 
effectiveness.

 The MICA Center is today the 
illustration of the French Navy’s maritime 
cooperation strategy. Through the hosting 
of national and foreign delegations, MICA 
Center’s publications and its participation in 
international conferences and high level events, 
the MICA Center illustrates and promotes the 
remarkable work of the headquarters based in 
metropolitan France and overseas.
Its annual report on the security of maritime 
spaces enables to draw initial and objective 
conclusions on the concerns of seafarers 
around the world over the past year. This work 
highlights the French Navy’s participation in 
securing the world’s maritime spaces.
However, this assessment is not based on the 
work of the French Navy alone. The information 
shared within the network of trusted partners 
patiently developed by our liaison officers and 
the MICA Center teams through the Voluntary 
Naval Cooperation (VNC) are crucial in building 
our knowledge of the maritime domain. Since 
2019, the number of VNC member companies 
has more than doubled, exceeding the 
symbolic fifty milestone this year, and there 
is no doubt that the list of our partners will 
continue to grow.

In 2022, new geopolitical contexts have 
largely impacted maritime security. Conflicts 
between states have left an indelible trace 
with the return of mine threats in the Black Sea 
and attacks by drones or missiles in the Red 
Sea and the Gulf of Aden. In addition to the 
threat of piracy, trafficking of all kinds, such as 
drugs, arms and migration, keep the maritime 
sector under pressure. Some events cannot 
be automatically attributed to one actor but 
introduce an additional factor of uncertainty 
in the overall understanding of the maritime 
space.
In order to better understand all the security 
threats, the MICA Center benefits from the 
contribution and exchanges with its partners, 
whom we thank on the occasion of this review.
Thus, as in 2021, we would like to thank our 
colleagues from the information fusion centres, 
who provide us with their vital insights in their 
areas of interest. 
Finally, we would like to acknowledge the 
unique contribution of Ph. D Katja L. Jacobsen, 
who provides additional insight into piracy in 
the Gulf of Guinea.
This document represents a basis for reflection 
that will feed our future exchanges and 
improve the quality of the MICA Center’s work.

Admiral

Pierre
VANDIER
Chief of Staff for 
the French Navy

Editorial

Commander

Éric
JASLIN

Commanding officer 
of the MICA Center

foreword
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mica center
Maritime Information Cooperation & Awareness Center

1 Naval Cooperation and Guidance for Shipping

1 VRA : Voluntary Reporting Area Gulf of Guinea and Voluntary Reporting Area Maritime Security Centre- Horn of Africa
2 Best Management Practices
3Best Management Practices to deter piracy and enhance maritime security in the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea

voluntary naval 
cooperation

Voluntary naval cooperation (VNC) is 
a voluntary approach between public 
authorities and private actors in the 
maritime world. It promotes the sharing of 
information in the field of maritime security 
through a protocol established between the 
Chief of Staff of the French Navy and the 
signatory company.
The involved parties establish relations 
to provide a network for the exchange of 
professional and trustworthy information 
but also analysis designed to enhance the 
security of maritime spaces through a better 
knowledge of the designated maritime 
domain. All types of maritime activities can 
join the VNC, regardless of the sector of 
activity or flag.

The exchange of information is carried 
out free of charge and in complete 
confidentiality. To become a member of the 
VNC, private actors can apply directly to 
the MICA Center. They can also do so locally 
via the commander of the French maritime 
area or, abroad, via the French diplomatic 
representation.
Within the framework of the VNC, the 
C2N, manned 24/7/365, is the single point 
of contact for French and foreign private 
maritime actors, members of the French 
maritime cooperation system. It ensures a 
permanent monitoring between the French 
Navy and its partners, in particular the 
security officers and ship captains.

Monitoring and alert 24/7
Worldwide MDA
Periodic and specific analysis
Open to national and foreign companies
Free of charge

Based in Brest and placed under the 
direct authority of the Deputy Chief 
of the French Navy’s operations staff, 
the MICA Center collects and relays 
useful information to all actors in the 
field of maritime industry. Its purpose 
is to process maritime security data 
worldwide.

It hosts various entities :

the Centre for Naval Cooperation (C2N), 
responsible for the implementation of 
the Voluntary Naval Cooperation

the Franco-British virtual reporting 
mechanism Maritime Domain Awareness 
for Trade Gulf of Guinea (MDAT-GoG)

the Naval Control Cell / NCAGS¹

the Maritime Security Centre Horn 
of Africa (MSCHoA) part of the EU 
Operation Atalanta

REGISTRATION PROCEDURES
• Voluntary naval cooperation: registration by e-mail with the MICA Center
• MDAT-GoG: voluntary registration by e-mail in the VRA GoG1 according to BMP2 West 

Africa
• MSCHoA: registration by e-mail in the VRA MSCHoA1 according to BMP 53

CONTACT POINTS AND PERMANENT MONITORING
• Voluntary naval cooperation (MICA Center)

Phone  +33 298 149 917

E-mail  mica-watchkeeper.fct@def.gouv.fr

Website www.fms.marine.defense.gouv.fr

• Gulf of Guinea (MDAT-GoG)
Phone  +33 298 228 888

E-mail  watchkeepers@mdat-gog.fr

Website gog-mdat.org

• Horn of Africa (MSCHoA)
Phone  +33 298 220 220

E-mail  postmaster@mschoa.org

Website on-shore.mschoa.org

BREST
PARIS

http://www.fms.marine.defense.gouv.fr
http://www.gog-mdat.org
http://www.on-shore.mschoa.org
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The information gathered in this annual report comes from internal and external sources 
such as partner nations, other maritime stakeholders, agencies and the media. 

The report is intended to provide an analysis of incidents by establishing trends and 
patterns to ensure the safety of seafarers and mariners. While due care and effort have 
been taken to ensure the accuracy of the data, particular attention should be paid to the 
further use of the information contained in this report. 

The MICA Center invites all stakeholders to share their analysis of the situation so that the 
overall picture is as accurate as possible. 1in
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 The decline in maritime piracy and 
robbery that began in 2021 continued 
this year. In 2022, the MICA Center 
recorded 300 incidents, which represents 
a decrease around 5% compared to 
2021. This decrease is due in particular 
to a noteworthy drop in piracy events, 
while acts of robbery are stable or even 
increasing in some areas of the world.
Although the Gulf of Guinea is still viewed 
as one of the most dangerous areas in the 
world, due in particular to the pirates’ 
mode of action, until mid-December the 
region saw only a very low number of piracy 
incidents. Several factors can explain this 
decline, including the involvement of all 
stakeholders, private and state, regional 
and extra-regional. However, vigilance 
remains key in this region of the world, 
which is still affected by all the security 
threats in maritime areas.
In the Indian Ocean, in the Gulf of Guinea 
and in South East Asia, robbery has 
not followed this general trend. On the 
contrary, the MICA Center has recorded 
an increasing number of acts of theft in 
these regions. Thefts from anchorage areas 
or traffic separation schemes continue, 

in most cases without violence. It is likely 
that the global economic crisis will only 
exacerbate this trend in these already 
unstable and less-policed areas. 
Threats to maritime security must be 
considered in their entirety. Therefore, this 
review addresses other areas of concern 
to industry and governments. As we did 
last year, we have invited our French and 
foreign partners to give us their views on 
the various areas.
Drug trafficking, human trafficking and 
smuggling remain a major concern for the 
maritime industry in all areas of the world. 
However, current geopolitical events have 
highlighted other threats to maritime 
space, such as those to undersea cables 
and pipelines or cyber risks affecting ships 
and port infrastructures.
We would like to warmly thank our partners 
who participated in the editing of this 
report and all the companies registered 
with the voluntary naval cooperation, who, 
by sharing their information, contribute all 
year round to a better understanding of 
maritime domain.

Introduction
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Piracy incidents per area

Annual evolution of incidents

*one additional case reported after the publication of the 2021 report

Robbery incidents per area

Definitions and legal framework

PIRACY
The current definition of piracy results from the article 101 of the 
Montego Bay Convention on the Law of the Sea (10 December 1982). It 
is defined as “any illegal act of violence committed for private ends by 
a ship or an aircraft against a ship or another aircraft”.

ROBBERY
Illicit actions perpetrated within the territorial waters of a State 
cannot be defined as piracy considering that they are taking place 
within a zone placed under the sovereignty of a State, which has 
exclusive competence to prosecute them. Such acts are called robbery 
and defined in the code of practice for the investigation of crimes 
of piracy and armed robbery against ships in the resolution A.1025 
(26) of the International Maritime Organisation as : “any illegal act of 
violence or detention or  any act of depredation, or threat thereof, 
other than an act of piracy, committed for private ends and directed 
against a ship or against persons or property on board such a ship, 
within State’s internal waters, archipelagic waters and territorial sea”.

Categories of unlawful acts identified in this report

Attacked vessel/ship

Attack

Attempt

Robbery

Incident involving aggressors taking control of the ship or crew 
members.

Incident during which aggressors used their weapons or conducted an 
attack against the ship, without being able to take control of it.

Incident identified with a clear intention to carry out an attack.

Robbery/theft perpetrated within territorial waters.

Although published during the year to contribute to the perception of the threat, irregular, 
suspicious activities or sightings are not taken into account in the statistics of the remainder of this 
report as they do not characterise an act of robbery or piracy. Nevertheless, these activities are 
included in full in the lists in the annexes.
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Mapping of 2022 piracy and robbery events



Europe

Gulf of
Guinea

The Americas &
the Caribbean Arc

Indian Ocean

South East Asia
& Pacific Ocean

MARITIME SECURITY OVERVIEW - 2022

THREATS TO GLOBAL MARITIME SECURITY TRENDS COMPARED TO 2021

SMUGGLING PIRACY

ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION SPILLING CONFLICT

IUU FISHING
(ILLEGAL, UNREPORTED, UNREGULATED)

UPWARD TREND

DOWNWARD TRENDNARCOTRAFIC

Summary

The number of acts of piracy continued to decrease in 2022, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea. In contrast, acts of robbery, 
particularly at certain anchorages, are on the rise.
The other maritime security threats all confirm the upward trend observed in 2021. The spillover of terrestrial conflicts onto 
the maritime domain has increased, especially in the Indian Ocean. The Russo-Ukrainian conflict has had a major 
impact on maritime traffic in the Black Sea.

288 incidents
including
248 robbery
and 21 attacks

90 incidents
including 83 robbery
and 6 attacks

45 incidents
including 29 robbery
and 2 attacks

32 incidents
including 24 robbery
and 8 attacks

121 incidents
including 110 robbery
and 7 attacks

Although published during the year to
contribute to the threat perception, irregular,
suspicious activities or sightings are not taken
into account in the statistics of the rest of this
document because they do not qualify as an
act of robbery or piracy. Nevertheless, these
activities are included in full in the lists in the
annexes.
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GENERAL ANALYSIS

MOC CECLANT1 Analysis

The year 2022 saw a 
clear decrease in piracy 
in the Gulf of Guinea, 
but two recent events 
require us to put this 
trend into context. 
The media impact of 
this phenomenon is 

still overwhelmingly prevalent, to the 
detriment of other threats that seriously 
affect maritime security in the area.
IUU2 fishing
IUU fishing remains the primary factor 
of economic instability in the Gulf of 
Guinea as it maintains a strong pressure 
on fish stocks to the detriment of 
local populations. The development of 
fishmeal and fish oil factories further 
accentuates the trend. “Indeed, this 
industry no longer targets lucrative 
demersal species but rather small 
migratory pelagic species [...] which 
are the preferred fishery of artisanal 
fishermen and the species most eaten by 
West African populations”3. The weight 
of aquaculture, essentially of Asian but 
also Western origin, adds to the pressure 
on the resource and accelerates its 
depletion. IUU fishing comes together 
with multiple forms of trafficking and 
encourages particularly oil trafficking. 

Pollution
With regard to marine pollution, the 
end of 2022 was marked in particular 
by the announcement that Shell had 
settled for 15 million euros for Nigerian 
farmers whose villages had been seriously 
polluted by an oil spill. The proceedings, 
which began in 2008, led to a conviction 
of the oil company in 2021 at the court 
in The Hague, and it was finally on 23 
December 2022 that the amount of 
compensation was made public. This 
conviction highlights a deeply worrying 
situation. Indeed, the Gulf of Guinea is 
the focus of numerous pollutions caused 
by platforms, pipelines or the discharging 
of ships, representing a total comparable 
to the 2010 Deepwater Horizon rig 
explosion in the Gulf of Mexico. This 
pollution, to which should be added 
plastic and heavy metal pollution, has a 
dramatic impact on biodiversity.
Drug trafficking
Drug trafficking is not slowing down 
either, as illustrated by the seizure on 
30 November 2022 of 4.6 tonnes of 
cocaine by the LHD Tonnerre. These 
regular seizures confirm the Gulf of 
Guinea as one of the major arteries of 
drug trafficking, whose detrimental 
effects range from public health to the 
corruption of civil institutions.

1MOC CECLANT : Maritime Operational Center - Commander in chief for the Atlantic Ocean
2IUU : Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated Fishing
3BERLIN, Jeanne, in Rupture halieutique dans le golfe de Guinée

2.1

PIRACY AND ROBBERY2.2

Illegal immigration
Finally, the flow of migrants by sea, which 
is mainly aimed at the Canary Islands, 
remains at a high level. 8741 migrants 
were recorded in the first six months of 
2022 (compared with 6952 in the same 
period in 2021). This phenomenon is 
regularly illustrated by particular cases 
of varying degrees of tragedy, such as 
the three Nigerian migrants who arrived 
in Gran Canaria and spent part of their 
journey from Lagos sitting on the rudder 
of an oil tanker.
Role of CECLANT
The maritime component of Operation 
Corymbe, led from Brest by CECLANT, 
is supporting the navies of the Gulf of 

Guinea in order to challenge the various 
threats in this theatre. Joint patrols 
are regularly conducted in partnership 
with local navies. Once a year, a major 
exercise, Grand African Nemo, is co-
organised by the Yaoundé architecture 
and the French Navy. It brings together 
the navies of the Gulf of Guinea, with 
the partnership of extra-regional navies 
and numerous regional and international 
entities, around a scenario that considers 
the full spectrum of threats in order 
to train all the structures of the State’s 
action at sea in the area. The progress 
is noticeable and encouraging but the 
cooperation efforts of all partners must 
be sustained. 

 The decline in piracy that began 
in 2021 was confirmed this year. In 2022, 
only eight acts of piracy were reported, 
including one act of kidnapping. In 
addition, some of the cases of “pirated 
vessels” reported in 2022 are not the 
usual modus operandi of pirates groups 
in the Gulf of Guinea, as they involve 
cargo theft from the same supply ship 
off the coast of Côte d’Ivoire. A variety 
of human, environmental, political and 
security factors may explain this trend, 
although it is not possible to determine 
the actual impact of each of these.
Locally, the ongoing capacity building 
of the coastal navies, the protection of 
anchorage areas, combined with the 
generalisation of escorts by security 

companies and the determination shown 
by the coastal States, contribute to 
securing maritime areas.
In addition, the growing presence of 
extra-regional navies, notably those of 
the European Union through the concept 
of coordinated maritime presences 
(CMP) and their reactivity during the last 
incidents of 2021, have increased the 
threat to groups that might be tempted 
to carry out illegal actions.
These measures have probably led to a 
diversification of the activity of pirate 
gangs, especially in oil-related criminal 
activities (theft, illegal refining and 
smuggling), which are currently more 
lucrative and potentially safer.
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The piracy threat was dormant until mid-December, but by no means 
eradicated, with criminal groups likely focusing on other activities. The 
merits for calls to remain vigilant and to maintain the maritime community’s 
counter-piracy expertise was unfortunately highlighted at the end of 2022.
The importance of taking into account security issues from the design stage 
of ships, the importance of the proper application of the BMP WA1 as well as 
the added value of conducting realistic exercises involving as many actors 
as possible were highlighted. In November 2022, the French armed forces 
conducted a major exercise involving the projection of special forces to 
regain control of a fishing vessel off Côte d’Ivoire.
The prevailing issue in 2022 is theft in ports and anchorage areas. The 
number of incidents of this type is stable or even slightly increasing in some 
areas.

1Best Management Practices to Enhance Maritime Security for Vessels & Mariners Operating Off the Coast of West Africa

Mapping of 2022 events

Gulf of Guinea - number of events

 The downward trend in the number of events observed in 2021 
continued in 2022. However, while the number of piracy incidents 
has largely dropped again this year, the number of thefts at anchor is 
slightly increasing.
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Distance of the incidents in 2021 Distance of the incidents in 2022

 Due to the sharp drop in the number of acts committed offshore in 
2022, the proportion of events occurring in territorial waters (anchorage 
areas) or in ports is significantly higher.

KIDNAPPING2.3

Number of kidnapped per year

 Only one act of kidnapping was recorded at sea in 2022. Whether 
this is an isolated phenomenon or a reoccurrence of a proven pattern in 
recent years, it is difficult to draw conclusions from this single incident. 
However, kidnappings in the waterways, which are not taken into account 
in these statistics, are still taking place. They illustrate the endemic nature 
of the phenomenon and the persistence of a real threat level.

Number of kidnappings per year

SEASONALITY OF EVENTS2.4

Number of events per month

The scarcity of the number of incidents this year does not enable us to 
identify a trend.
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Current piracy trends in the Gulf of Guinea by Katja L. Jacobsen

 “After two consecutive years 
(2019 and 2020) with nearly 150 seafarers 
kidnapped annually in the Gulf of Guinea, 
initial signs of a downtrend in these high 
levels of kidnap-for-ransom piracy were 
observed in the second quarter of 2021. 
That downtrend was further substantiated 
when the ‘piracy season’ picked up in 
October 2021. Indeed, the last three 
months of 2021 witnessed approximately 
65% fewer piracy cases, than the same 
three months of 2020. 
This decline in piracy developed during 
2021. Yet, 2022 has been even more 
significant: up until mid-December, the 
Gulf of Guinea did not witness a single 
case where piracy attacks resulted in the 
kidnapping of seafarers. Very few attacks 
were reported, among them the boarding 
of Arch Gabriel where all crewmembers 
made it into the citadel. That was not the 
case when a fast crew boat was boarded 
by armed men on 13 December 2022, an 
incident which resulted in the abduction of 
two crewmembers1. Prior to that incident, 
exactly one year has passed since the last 
reported kidnapping case, namely the 

attack against Tonsberg on 13 December 
2021, where six crewmembers were 
kidnapped by pirates and taken to hostage 
camps in the Niger Delta. 
This drop in piracy is certainly a positive 
development, which should be applauded. 
Yet, at the same time, at least two 
perspectives suggest that although piracy 
is currently down, it may not have entirely 
disappeared. Accordingly, attentiveness 
should not entirely disappear. 
First, if we look at the history of piracy in 
the Gulf of Guinea, we have seen twice 
that piracy dropped, only to return 
in a new form. Politically motivated 
‘insurgency-piracy’ ended around 2010, 
but was followed by the emergence of 
‘oil-piracy’ motivated by financial gains 
to be made from emptying vessels of oil 
to be sold for profit. Such piracy almost 
disappeared around 2016, but was 
followed by increasing levels of kidnap-for-
ransom piracy from 2016 up until the latest 
Tonsberg incident. Considering this history, 
one question is whether the current drop 
may be followed by the emergence of a 
new type of piracy. 

Katja Lindskov Jacobsen (Ph.d.) is a Senior Researcher at the Centre 
for Military Studies at the University of Copenhagen’s Department 

of Political Science. Her research explores various types of security 
interventions and the varied challenges such intervention address. Within 
this focus, Jacobsen has a specific interest in piracy and counterpiracy, 
notably in the Gulf of Guinea, where she has also conducted extensive 
field work. Her work has been published in International Affairs and other 
academic journals, as well as with the EU and UNODC, on specific projects, 
including a report that was recently cited at a UN Security Council debate.

1From the information available at the time of writing, the 13 December attack against the fast crew boat does not seem to follow 
the modus operandi of typical kidnap-for-ransom piracy in the GoG

Second, whilst changes can be observed offshore, notably with increased naval 
presence in the Gulf of Guinea, various onshore factors are also important to the 
question of a potential resurgence of piracy. Lack of employment opportunities is 
central to the observed change where pirates shift to other types of crime to earn a 
living. Pirates where never fulltime pirates but rather poly-criminals engaged in different 
types of crime, where the focus has now shifted towards oil crime. An EU study and 
corresponding fieldwork in the Niger Delta reveals that many pirates have moved into 
different aspect of oil crime, from illegal refining to transport of stolen crude. Indeed, 
not only offshore but also onshore factors are key when considering whether piracy may 
return. Other onshore factors that may influence medium term developments offshore 
include how the implementation of Tantita Security Services’ pipeline surveillance 
contract will affect oil crime in the Niger Delta.
In addition to applauding the drop in piracy, there are several reasons to carefully 
contemplate what it takes to sustain that drop if we consider piracy in view of its 
history, its offshore and onshore dimensions, and as a crime with links to other types of 
criminal enterprises.”
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GENERAL ANALYSIS3.1

 In 2022, the number of incidents of piracy and robbery is slightly 
decreasing. These are still mainly acts of maritime robbery on leisure 
vessels in the Caribbean. Drug trafficking remains a major threat to 
maritime security in the area, especially in the area from Ecuador to Chile.
In addition, the exploitation of oil resources, namely in the Bay of 
Campeche, attracts the greed of armed groups. The evolution of insecurity 
in this area will have to be monitored very closely in the coming years. 
It is worth noting that attacks on oil platforms are not included in this 
report.

Mapping of the events

Americas & the Caribbean Arc  - number of events
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CENTRAL AMERICA &
THE CARIBBEAN SEA3.2

 The Caribbean region is an area prone to acts of robbery that target 
in particular pleasure boating and to a lesser extent commercial vessels. 
The main modus operandi is the targeting of recreational boaters at night 
to steal without violence dinghies, electronic equipment or even personal 
belongings and cash. The robbers are sometimes equipped with knives 
and firearms which they use to intimidate the crews.

JHQ FAA1 Analysis

The Caribbean Sea, 
comparable in size to the 
Mediterranean, is an area 
characterised by several 
types of flows, which are 
gradually returning to pre-
COVID levels.
Commercial traffic from 

Panama is stabilising at a high level. The 
most used lines go up to the Gulf of 
Mexico or to Europe, doubling the various 
“passages”.
After facing the shutdown of the 
islands that usually host stopovers and 
the sanitary conditions imposed on 
passengers, the cruise industry (usually 
1/3 of world traffic) is returning to a level 
of activity in line with standards. This 
sector of activity is vital for most of the 
countries of the Caribbean.
Yachting is still relatively undeveloped, 
to the notable exceptions of the North 
of the area (Bahamas, Florida) and the 
Caribbean arc, where the catamaran 
rental activity, in particular, remains 
active despite the pandemic. Although 

the most frequented areas are safe 
(e.g. the Grenadines Islands), robbery is 
present. 
Illegal immigration
Population migration, mainly from Haiti, 
is on the rise due to the situation in the 
country, which is experiencing major 
political and humanitarian problems. 
People are moving to the wealthier 
countries in the basin, primarily the 
United States. The US naval posture has 
been reinforced. US Coast Guard ships 
are employed almost exclusively to deal 
with this threat. There is no temptation at 
the moment to seize the goods that pass 
through the sea on commercial ships. 
Illicit trafficking
The numerous illicit trades mainly take 
south-north routes. Many go-fasts, but 
also heavier vessels (fishing boats, tugs, 
bulk carriers, etc.) loaded with drugs 
make direct crossings from Venezuela 
or Colombia to the Dominican Republic, 
Puerto Rico, the Caribbean arc or Europe 
and the Gulf of Guinea. 

1French Joint Headquarters for the Caribbean Arc

Some of these boats meet up with 
“daughter boats”, highly powered yawls, 
which make the last few miles to the 
coast at night to escape the surveillance 
of patrol boats and radars and blend in 
with the fishing fleet. 
A secondary smuggling of drugs and 
weapons follows the Caribbean arc, 
feeding the major crime groups, source of 
the highest mortality rates in the world. 
Cocaine trafficking is also rampant 
between the Guyana Plateau and Europe 
(via sailing boats) and Cape Verde or the 
Gulf of Guinea.

Robbery
Robbery is stabilising and mainly targets 
yachting activities in the Caribbean.
A zone under surveillance
A fleet of mostly American, French, 
British and Dutch warships is deployed 
throughout the year to block trafficking 
from South America. 
Numerous maritime patrol aircraft flights 
are carried out daily. 
As a conclusion, the Caribbean Sea is 
an area where the threat of piracy and 
robbery is considered low.
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 It is difficult to obtain a complete and comprehensive view of 
the maritime security threats around South America. These threats, 
diverse and most probably due to the difficult socio-economic 
situation in the region, can be associated with transcontinental 
organised crime (drug trafficking) as well as with the need for 
subsistence of coastal populations subject to the same problems as 
their neighbours in other continents (consequences of IUU fishing).

SOUTH AMERICA3.3

JHQ FAG1  Analysis

The level of violence 
observed in the maritime 
areas located off the 
Guyana Plateau remains 
relatively low. However, 
this should not hide the 
wide variety of illegal 
activities occurring and 

potential future developments.
The context could evolve rapidly with the 
growth of offshore oil activities. Criminal 
organisations are likely to exploit the 
current weakness of certain coastal States 
(Guyana, Suriname) to engage in acts of 
piracy or robbery. Until they have the 
resources necessary to fight effectively 
against these illicit activities and to be 
able to exercise their sovereignty in 
their waters, these States are seeking to 
develop their maritime cooperation with 
neighbouring States, including France.

A region relatively unaffected by piracy 
and robbery
Although the number of acts of piracy 
and robbery off the Guyana Plateau 
appears to be relatively low compared to 
other maritime areas, the region remains 
very vulnerable due to the instability, 
economic development orientations and 
lack of resources of the bordering States.
Attacks are rarely offshore (one act of 
piracy recorded in 2016 in Trinidad) and 
usually take place along the coast or in 
port anchorage areas.
However, it is difficult to assess the 
extent of the reality: fearing retaliation, 
most victims do not report incidents, and 
some local authorities tend to cover up 
‘benign’ non-violent acts to hide their 
shortcomings.

1French Joint Headquarters for Guyana

A trend toward hybridisation of maritime 
insecurity
Although the risks linked to piracy and 
robbery are currently considered low, 
maritime insecurity is growing due to 
criminal organisations involved in all 
types of trafficking (illegal fishing, drugs, 
human beings, weapons, etc.), thus 
constituting a latent and hybrid threat.
Illegal, unreported and unregulated 
fishing
In the French waters off Guyana, illegal, 
unreported and unregulated (IUU) 
fishing concentrates most of the security 
problems.
Illegal fishing is carried out by vessels 
from Brazil, Suriname, Guyana and 
Venezuela operating in the French 
Exclusive Economic Zone without 
authorisation. This can be explained by 
several reasons: the poor management 
of the fleet in these countries where the 
number of fishing vessels is much higher 
than the available fish resources (1,200 
legal vessels in Suriname compared to 
104 in French Guyana), the poor means 
of control of some States, developing 
economies offering few profitable 
alternatives to illegal fishing, as well as 
the recent increase in the price of swim 
bladder intended for the Asian market.
The financial cost of seizing gear and 
fish products - as well as the possible 
rerouting of the vessel for destruction 
in some cases - can lead fishermen to 
violently oppose control operations. 

Since the increase in the number of 
reinforced fisheries policing operations 
in 2021, there is a trend towards a 
decrease in the violence observed, 
although isolated acts of resistance are 
still possible (a 20 kg concrete block was 
thrown at a sailor in November 2022).
In addition, it is likely that IUU fishermen 
who come to fish in Guyana’s waters 
or who transit through them are also 
vectors for illicit trafficking between 
Brazil, Guyana and Suriname. 
Illegal gold panning
The canoes transporting logistical 
equipment intended for illegal gold 
mining camps are also the actors of all 
kinds of trafficking.
These dugouts are believed to be 
loaded with narcotics in Suriname and 
transported to Brazil via the rivers and 
along the Guyanese coast (ultra-coastal), 
while supplying the illegal gold mining 
camps. To date, no tangible proof of this 
maritime traffic has been recorded. 
The oil security issue
The important hydrocarbon resources 
discovered off Guyana, Suriname and 
Brazil are likely to change the economic 
and security context of the region.
Once the oil platforms are in operation, 
the companies in charge of their 
exploitation will certainly have to face 
multiple risks. Indeed, offshore oil 
activity generally goes hand in hand with 
a deteriorating security environment, 
especially in the most unstable regions.
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GENERAL ANALYSIS4.1

 This year, the Indian Ocean is home to most of the threats to 
maritime security listed worldwide: smuggling, drug trafficking, arms and 
humans trafficking, threats from aerial or surface drones, in addition to 
the dormant but well known threat of piracy and robbery.
The spillover of shore-based conflicts onto the sea is increasingly affecting 
and worrying seafarers. The Gulf of Oman and the Arabian Sea are 
especially concerned by these issues. In addition, following the end of the 
truce in October 2022, the risk of Houthi drone attacks on oil tankers has 
increased, especially in the Southern harbours of Yemen.
The following analyses provide an overview of these different threats in 
a vast and disparate area. They must all be considered in the light of the 
social and geopolitical difficulties experienced by the local populations. 
The impact of IUU fishing is not to be neglected in this area where the 
plundering of fishery resources particularly affects coastal populations.

JHQ ALINDIEN1 Analysis

The Indian Ocean is the 
scene of numerous great 
power competitions 
resulting in actions in the 
grey zone, in particular in 
the strategic areas of the 

Bab-el-Mandeb Strait, the Gulf of Aden 
and the Strait of Hormuz.
Maintaining freedom of navigation in 
the region, and particularly in these 
three key areas, remains the priority of 
all regional actors. The Atalanta and 
Agenor missions, together with other 
multinational initiatives, are contributing 
to this objective.
The frequency of reported events shows 
that stability has not yet been achieved 
in the area and although the current 
geopolitical conflicts contribute to this 
volatility, they do not all represent a high 
threat to maritime trade. 
Iran’s desire to control the flow of vessels 
in its waters in view of the tensions with 
Israel and the United States remains 
targeted (risk of seizure of vessels linked 
to flags with a diplomatic dispute with 
Iran). Although Iranian military forces 
are very present in the area, freedom of 
navigation in the Strait of Hormuz does 
not seem to be challenged in 2022. 
On the other hand, the conflict in Yemen 
between the Loyalists and the Houthis 
raises new threats. The threat of drone 
attacks in Southern ports appears to be 

particularly targeted at oil tankers. The 
increase in the number of incidents (four 
between October and November 2022) 
calls for vigilance.
Moreover, the Bab-el-Mandeb Strait, 
which represents a vulnerable area for 
commercial vessels, is also a sensitive 
area for recreational boaters. Indeed, 
it is not uncommon to see sailing ships, 
not very maneuverable, drifting in the 
territorial waters of unstable countries. 
Although diplomatic channels have 
always allowed these events to be solved 
without difficulty, their frequency makes 
it necessary to raise awareness on the 
various cooperation and surveillance 
protocols.
Finally, although no acts of piracy were 
recorded this year, the number of 
reported incidents (robberies, attempted 
robberies, suspicious approaches, etc.) 
demonstrates the ongoing risk and the 
need to pay attention to stability.
The Indian Ocean is a vast space where 
many actors co-exist. Patterns keep 
evolving according to regional issues, 
and the effectiveness of the surveillance 
of the area depends to some extent on 
the ability of States to cooperate and 
exchange.
ALINDIEN’s staff intends to strengthen 
these multilateral relations by increasing 
information sharing and collaboration in 
the area.

1French Joint headquarter of the Commander of the Indian Ocean maritime area
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IFC IOR1 Analysis

 The Indian Ocean, is 
the third largest body 
of water on the globe, 
through which a major 
share of global trade 
traverses carrying not 
only energy, but also 

bulk raw materials and finished goods. At 
any instant approximately 15,000 vessels 
are observed on AIS2 in Indian Ocean. 
This number is compounded when one 
includes the many small boats which are 
not required to transmit on AIS.

Piracy and armed robbery
Piracy off the horn of Africa has largely 
been suppressed, which may be 
attributable to significant international 
collaboration and presence in the area. 
The industry’s withdrawal of the High-
Risk Area effective January 1, 2023.
Southeast Asia (predominantly the traffic 
separation scheme in the Singapore 
Strait) has seen elevated number of, albeit 
minor incidents of petty thefts.
The Gulf of Guinea has seen a significant 
improvement in the security situation. 
The Indian Navy’s maiden anti-piracy 
deployment in the region was aimed to 
further collaboration with partners and 
countries in the region. 

Contraband smuggling
The trend of increased seizures of 
methamphetamines has continued 
in the Indian Ocean, especially in the 
Western Indian Ocean. It is assessed that 
production/processing facilities are active 
in the so called Golden Crescent3 region. 
The political instability and economic 
challenges observed in countries of the 
region are likely to further exacerbate 
the trend of narcotics originating from 
the Makran coast. While seizures indicate 
movement of drugs on smaller boats, 
what is more concerning is the use of 
containers onboard legitimate ships for 
transporting drugs, thereby imperiling/ 
increasing costs for legitimate cargos 
originating from ports frequently used by 
traffickers.

IUU fishing
The majority of the recorded incidents 
involve relatively smaller fishing vessels/
artisanal vessels which violated fisheries 
laws close to the coast. Many extra-
regional fishing vessels were observed 
fishing (reportedly for squid) outside the 
EEZ of coastal States in the Northern 
Arabian Sea. This unregulated fishing 
poses a challenge to the health of oceans 
and the blue economy of coastal States.

1Information Fusion Centre - Indian Ocean Region
2Automatic Identification System
3The Golden Crescent is the geographical name given to the main illicit opium production area in Asia, located at the crossroads of Central, South 
and East Asia.

Maritime domain awareness trends observed in the Indian Ocean region in 2022

Maritime incidents
In addition to incidents involving vessels, 
incidents at port/ container facilities 
have led to losses of life in the region. The 
threats posed by hazardous chemicals 
were underscored in the incidents in 
Chattogram, Bangladesh and Aqaba Port, 
Jordon. Emerging challenges observed 
include the heightened risk due to fires 
onboard vessels carrying battery electric 
vehicles.

Emerging threats
A ransomware attack affected JNPT1 

port, Mumbai, India in February 2022. 
Hybrid threats from Remote Controlled 
Water Borne Improvised Explosive 
Devices and aerial means such as drones, 
were observed in the Southern Red Sea. 

Information Fusion Centre – Indian Ocean 
Region (IFC-IOR), located at Gurugram, 
India, collaborates with partners to further 
maritime safety and security. The four-year-
old Centre, hosts Liaison Officers from 
11 partner nations and has established 
working-level linkages with multiple 
stakeholders/ organisations across the 
globe.

1Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust
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JHQ FAZSOI1 Analysis

The South Indian 
Ocean Maritime Zone 
(ZMSOI) includes all 
the French territories 
of the Indian Ocean 
and is crossed by a 
maritime route in 
constant development 
between the Cape 
of Good Hope and 

Southeast Asia. Given the regional 
environment marked by profound 
transformations, recurrent instability 
and the increased presence of major 
regional powers (Russia, China and India), 
the State’s action at sea represents a 
privileged tool to assert French rights 
over the maritime areas off the coast 
of La Réunion, Mayotte and the French 
Southern and Antarctic Lands.

Illegal immigration
The fight against illegal immigration by 
sea in Mayotte remains unquestionably 
the most sensitive issue in the area. With 
a constant flow of boats throughout 
2021, the number of interceptions was 
higher than during the last five years 
(+47% increase compared to 2020). The 
number of interceptions in 2022 will 
again be higher than that of 2021 (the 
number of interceptions in 2021 was 
reached as early as 15 November 2022: 
estimated increase of +20%). Since June 
2022, the number of intercepted irregular 
migrants has been steadily increasing (196 
in June against 1015 in November 2022). 
The reinforcement of the measures 
at sea does not reverse this trend, the 
underlying causes of which remain. At 
sea, this flow results in accidents with 
regularly tragic consequences.

1French joint headquarters for the south of the Indian Ocean

Illicit trafficking
The fight against illicit trafficking remains 
an ongoing issue in the subregion. Since 
the beginning of 2022, the surveillance 
frigates based in La Réunion island have 
been participating in the European Union 
mission Atalanta, whose mandate has 
been extended to the fight against illegal 
trafficking. Thus, FS Floréal conducted 
seven operations against drug trafficking 
which led to the seizure of narcotic 
products, two of which were in the 
ZMSOI. These two operations led to the 
destruction of 850kg of heroin and 643kg 
of methamphetamine. 
La Réunion has not been identified as 
a major source of drug consumption 
(except for locally produced cannabis). 
On the other hand, the export of this 
local production, notably to Mauritius, 
is sufficiently lucrative to sustain prolific 
networks. 
IUU fishing
The preservation of fisherie resources 
and the fight against illegal fishing are 

important maritime issues in the Southern 
Indian Ocean with environmental and 
economic aspects, but also with regard 
to sovereignty. Indeed, the exclusive 
economic zones of the Scattered Islands 
have been subject for several years to 
incursions by small-scale fishermen from 
the region. The first weapon of dissuasion 
against these fishermen remains the 
presence of governmental vessels. 
Environmental protection
France has a proactive policy in terms 
of marine protected areas in the South 
Indian Ocean maritime zone, which 
already concentrates nearly 50% of the 
French marine protected areas with 
the extension of the Terres Australes 
national nature reserve. The exceptional 
biodiversity of the area gives reason 
to the pursuit of this dynamic with the 
establishment of new marine protected 
areas. Regulations on maritime uses will 
support this process, which will be a 
challenge in terms of monitoring these 
huge and discontinuous spaces. 

Search and rescue
Commercial traffic off La Réunion island remains intense and 
is characterised by the flow of raw materials to Southeast Asia, 
conveyed by large vessels. Nearly 10,000 vessels were surveyed 
by the South Indian Ocean MRCC1  in 2021 during their transit 
within 50 nautical miles of the island. The density of this traffic 
implies an accident rate that has been studied in depth by the 
South Indian Ocean MRCC. In 2022, a sharp increase in the 
number of damaged vessels (+37%) was observed during their 
transit off La Réunion. The towing operation in extremis of the 
vessel Wugang Haoyun drifting less than seven nautical miles off 
the coast of La Réunion was a new evidence of this risk in March 
2022.

1Maritime Rescue Co-ordination centre
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RMIFC¹ Analysis - Madagascar

The Western Indian 
Ocean region is 
particularly exposed to 
and directly affected 
by the conflicts in the 
North of the area, 
particularly in Yemen, 

and by the crisis situation around the 
Strait of Hormuz. The confirmation of 
the drone threat is the most significant 
development in terms of maritime 
security in 2022 and contributes to a 
growing sense of insecurity at a time 
when the region was beginning to 
experience the benefits of reduced 
piracy. The “drone” mode of action, 
which is becoming more common on the 
coasts of Yemen, in the Arabian Sea and 
now in the Persian Gulf, is certainly more 
discriminating than the floating mines 
that were scattered in the Red Sea until 
last year, but it does not guarantee the 
absence of misconception.
Furthermore, in terms of irregular 
activities, the year 2021 had seen the 
development of a phenomenon of 
catching up with the two previous 
years. In this respect, the case of drug 
trafficking is particularly revealing. 
After record seizures in 2021, the level 
of seizures made in 2022 will weaken 
only slightly and it is possible that we 
will see a ‘high plateau’. The pace of 
seizures, which was particularly high at 
the beginning of the year, slowed slightly 
in the last quarter, mainly due to the 
increased military presence in the north 
of the region in connection with events in 
Yemen and Iran.
Despite the substantial attenuation of 
the effects of the pandemic on maritime 
transport, this sector remains under 

cyclical pressure due to alternating 
periods of economic recovery and 
periods of slowdown for a variety of 
reasons (e.g. the Ukrainian conflict 
and zero COVID policy in China). The 
consequences for port activities are 
significant and are characterised by 
fluctuating costs for container rentals as 
well as by longer waiting times in port 
areas. This can be very detrimental to 
world trade.
2022 is also a year marked by a global 
economic crisis triggered on 24 February 
by Russia’s invasion of Ukrainian territory. 
It is manifested in particular by the return 
of high inflation with devastating socio-
economic effects in some countries of 
the region. The south-western Indian 
Ocean basin has also experienced a 
particularly severe cyclone season in 
conjunction with climate change. These 
two phenomena combined have resulted 
in a significant return of clandestine 
migratory phenomena, either through 
the densification of pre-existing channels 
or through the return of temporarily 
abandoned routes.
Lastly, the threat posed by illegal, 
unreported and unregulated fishing 
continues to be multifaceted and even 
intangible when it takes the form of 
the activities of distant water fleets 
on the high seas. However, this year, 
the RMIFC and the RCOC2 Seychelles 
set up the Yellow Fin operation which, 
in coordination with Mauritius and 
Seychelles aero maritime units, resulted in 
the arrest of the Ruey Chen Tsai, a vessel 
of Taiwanese origin that was operating 
illegally in the JMA (Joint Management 
Area).

1Regional Maritime Information Fusion Center
2Regional Coordination Operations Centre
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PIRACY AND ROBBERY4.2

Following the decline in piracy incidents in the Somali Basin, and after 
initially reducing the scope of the High Risk Area (HRA) in 2021, the 
maritime industry decided to remove it on January 1, 2023.
Although incidents in the area remain at a very low level, the piracy 
threat has not been eradicated and is likely to re-emerge depending on 
the evolution of the regional context. The concerns expressed by crews 
regarding the disappearance of the HRA are taken into account by all the 
state stakeholders contributing to the reinforcement of security measures 
in the area. 
The removal of the HRA does not impact the existing anti-piracy 
mechanisms and the commitment of participating countries. Vessels 
operating in the voluntary reporting area (VRA) are therefore invited 
to continue to register with the reporting schemes MSCHOA Atalanta 
and UKMTO in accordance with the recommendations of the Best 
Management Practices (BMP 5)1.

Indian Ocean - number of events

1Best Management Practices to Deter Piracy and Enhance Maritime Security in the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea
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The specific case of yachting

 This year has been particularly marked by incidents affecting private 
or professional yachting in the area (Red Sea, Bab el Mandeb and the 
Indian Ocean). Suspicious approaches, misunderstandings or challenges 
by local authorities or militias, each of these incidents is mainly the result 
of a lack of knowledge of the risks in the area or a failure to comply with 
existing rules in certain States. 
To limit these incidents, the military authorities publish safety assessments 
and warn the boating community of the endemic risks. In particular, 
ALINDIEN staff publishes a warning letter for sailors, encouraging amateur 
skippers to avoid the Indian Ocean area whenever possible. This letter is 
available on our website. 
Sailors who have no other choice but to undertake the trip are invited to 
contact the authorities in charge of maritime security in the area. Through 
voluntary naval cooperation, the MICA Center can facilitate this contact 
and regularly assists ships or companies that wish to do so in their pre-
deployment phase.
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 Asia continues to be characterised by operations to monitor the 
proper application of the United Nations sanctions applied to North 
Korea, particularly in North-East Asia.
In addition, there are strong indications that oil is being transferred 
between vessels at anchor, circumventing the sanctions applied to certain 
oil-producing countries (Iran, Venezuela and now Russia).
In South-East Asia, maritime terrorism is the most significant, but least 
likely, threat. No incidents of terrorism have been reported in 2022. It 
is likely that trilateral cooperation between Indonesia, Malaysia and the 
Philippines, as well as parallel reinsertion programmes for Abu Sayyaf 
Group fighters, have had at least a temporary eradicating impact on this 
threat. However, the continued curfew in Sabah State shows that the 
authorities remain vigilant. The maritime community having a vocation to 
conduct activities in the region must also remain on their guard.

GENERAL ANALYSIS5.1 IFC1 Singapore Analysis

Th e  Inf o rma t i o n 
Fusion Centre (IFC) in 
Singapore has focused 
its information sharing 
efforts on eight main 
MARSEC categories: 
(1) theft, robbery, 
and piracy at sea, (2) 

maritime terrorism (MT), (3) maritime 
incident, (4) illegal, unreported, and 
unregulated fishing, (5) contraband 
smuggling, (6) irregular human migration, 
(7) Environmental Security (ENVSEC) and 
(8) Cyber Security (CYBSEC)2, in IFC’s Area 
of Interest (AOI)3. 
In 2022, the IFC observed an overall 
increase in reported of MARSEC 
incidents, compared to 2021. There was 
an increase in reported incidents for all 
MARSEC categories, except for MT and 
ENVSEC.
Observations for two MARSEC categories 
are worth noting. 
The number of recorded theft, robbery 
and piracy at sea incidents have 
increased by 20% from 2021 to 2022, 
but remains lower than 2020. Over 50% 
of reported incidents occurred in the 
Singapore Strait, predominantly in the 
Eastbound Lane of the Traffic Separation 
Scheme (TSS). Reports of injuries to crew 
is uncommon (less than 5% of incidents). 
Nonetheless, the casualty rate remains 
low, and overall modus operandi of the 
perpetrators remains largely consistent 
with that of petty crime with most 
perpetrators fleeing upon being sighted. 
There have been some success in 

preventing boardings and apprehending 
perpetrators due to actions by crew 
and enforcement agencies: both the 
Singapore Police Coast Guard and 
Indonesia’s Batam Marine Police have 
arrested perpetrators operating in the 
Singapore Strait. 
In 2022, The IFC observed an increase 
of approximately 52% in reported 
smuggling activities compared to 
2021. Likely contributing factors are (1) 
lifting of COVID-19 border restrictions 
resulting in more smuggling activities, 
(2) impact of Russia-Ukraine conflict on 
world economy, raising food and energy 
prices and disrupting supply chains, 
and (3) increased domestic demand 
of goods pushing prices higher, and 
making it more lucrative for people to 
smuggle domestic products. The IFC 
also recorded its highest ever number 
of successful contraband smuggling 
enforcement operations; 50% more 
than 2021 and 100% more than 2020. 
Smuggling of domestic products4 and 
drugs are most common, each making 
up 30% of reported incidents. Over 100 
tons of drugs, worth over US$2.3 billion 
have been seized by authorities. Of note, 
heroin and methamphetamine smuggling 
out of Afghanistan and the Golden 
Triangle are of greatest concern. 
While MARSEC incidents continue to 
take place in IFC’s AOI, the IFC and our 
partners remain committed to share 
timely and accurate information so that 
collectively, we can cooperate effectively 
to combat maritime crimes, and achieve 
safe and secure seas for all.

1Information Fusion Centre
2In consultation with their shipping partners and the International Liaison Officers, the IFC included two ENVSEC and CYBSEC as new MARSEC 
categories since 2021
3IFC’s AOI spans from India to north Asia, and to the northern tip of Australia
4Domestic product smuggling mostly involves frozen meat, cooking oil, and alcohol
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PIRACY AND ROBBERY5.2

 While maritime piracy and maritime terrorism have generally 
become extinct in the region as a whole, robbery at sea remains the 
most common threat to the maritime industry. The volume of incidents 
is similar to previous years. This indicates either a lack of effectiveness of 
the policies put in place by the coastal states, or a form of opportunism 
leading local populations, affected by economic difficulties, to commit 
acts against sometimes easy targets, by opportunity. 
The prospects for 2023 are in fact similar to those experienced in 2022 
and earlier, taking into account the consequences of a possible hardening 
of the general economic recession, with varying effects depending on the 
area.

Mapping of the events
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SINGAPORE STRAIT5.3

 The Singapore Strait continues to be the 
major focus of maritime robbery or piracy for 
the areas affected by this phenomenon. With 
more than fifty incidents reported in the Strait 
over the year, the figures are slightly higher 
than in 2021. 
However, the geographical distribution is 
significantly different from that observed in 
previous years, with a sharp increase in the 
number of incidents in the Western part of 
the Strait, in particular in the Phillip Channel. 
For example, 26 various incidents were 
reported between Karimun Island and Batam 
Island, Indonesia, in the south and Tuas Port, 
Singapore, in the north. Similarly, 27 incidents 
were reported in the Southern part of the 
traffic separation scheme, east of Sentosa 
Island, Singapore.

There were limited successes in terms of arrests 
at the end of the year in Batam, which do not 
explain the new geographical distribution 
observed this year. Bulk carriers are the main 
target of the robbers, accounting for half of 
the acts carried out. Most of the attacks occur 
at night and several attempts are regularly 
made in the same night. Conducted with the 
help of Sampans, boats that are particularly 
widespread in the Strait, by four to six brigands, 
sometimes armed, these attacks are rarely 
associated with violence and target spare parts 
or various supplies. A recent increase in attacks 
has been observed. These attacks, perpetrated 
during the day and targeting used metal barge 
tugs, are committed by a larger number of 
thieves, usually unarmed.

Singapore Strait approaches

The Belawan anchorage in Indonesia remained 
a risk area, with six incidents reported, as did 
Chittagong, with five incidents for the year, all 
during the first semester. In comparison, the 
Manila anchorage saw no incidents this year, 
and two incidents took place in Batangas, 
south of Manila, compared to ten incidents 
in 2021. The approaches to Jakarta saw three 
incidents, as compared to the six reported last 
year.

More generally, the number of incidents in 
Indonesian, Philippine and Vietnamese waters 
is decreasing again, or remains at a low level.
Only the number of incidents in Malaysian 
waters rose again after several years of 
declining trends. However, the six incidents 
reported are still a relatively small number.
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JHQ ALPACI1 Analysis

Security threats in the 
EEZ of French Polynesia 
and Clipperton Island
The establishment of 
the national maritime 
securit y  s trateg y 
highlights the following 

impacts for the French Polynesia (FP) 
zone:
• Illegal exploitation of fisheries 

resources: very high impact in FP 
(government priority) and around 
Clipperton;

• climate risks, natural disasters: high 
impact;

• Illegal exploitation of energy and 
mineral resources: medium to low 
impact (FP);

• drug trafficking: medium to low 
impact.

Fishing in French Polynesia
French Polynesia, due to its central 
position in the South Pacific, is concerned 
by two RFMOs2: the WCPFC3 for the 
Western part and the IATTC4 for the 
Eastern part of the Pacific Ocean. As 
Polynesian longliners are not members, 
their fishing zone is limited to the FP 
EEZ. However, WCPFC standards allow 
the Navy to conduct at-sea inspections 
of foreign fishing vessels outside the FP 
EEZ: such inspections were conducted 37 
times in 2022.
The Polynesian government has not 
granted fishing licences in the EEZ since 

1996. However, despite monitoring 
efforts, the misconception that the zone 
is being plundered by foreign fleets - 
particularly Chinese - is still very much 
alive in people’s minds. In any case, no 
offences in the EEZ have been recorded 
in the last six years.
Fishing pressure, which is low inside the 
EEZ (only 70 Polynesian longliners operate 
there), is higher outside, on the high seas, 
mainly due to Asian fishing fleets (mainly 
China and Taiwan). There is also a growing 
presence of non-resident fishermen 
in the EEZs of territories bordering 
FP (e.g. Kiribati Islands), which reveals 
the granting of licences by the States 
concerned to foreign vessels, probably 
to solve their cash flow problems or in 
exchange of local investments (Chinese 
Belt and Road Initiative technique).
Drug trafficking
The resumption of maritime drug 
transport activities seems to be 
confirmed after a pause due to the health 
crisis. 
Reporting by MAOC-N5 and partner 
agencies led to the control of several 
vessels (mainly sailing ships) on the trans-
Pacific route between South America 
and Australia and to a major seizure of 
cocaine by France in September 2022 
on board an American sailing vessel. The 
sailors were sentenced to heavy penalties 
in November 2022.

1French Joint Headquarter for the Pacific Ocean
2Regional fisheries management organizations 
3Western and Central Pacific Fisheries convention
4Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission
5Maritime Analysis And Operations Centre Narcotics

PACIFIC OCEAN5.4
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While this cocaine was apparently 
not intended for the local market, 
methamphetamines imported by 
the passenger of a cruise ship (also a 
recovering economic sector) were as well 
seized, as this new synthetic drug begins 
to spread through Polynesian society.
An inter-Pacific seminar of magistrates 
was held in Tahiti in November 2022 to 
work on better judicial cooperation on 
these issues, organised by France.
Finally, in 2022, the CROSS 978 
(operational intelligence unit on 
narcotics) was set up under the aegis of 
the High Commissioner and the Public 
Prosecutor, in order to better coordinate 
the actions of the State services, based 
on the existing model in mainland France.
Environmental damage
Poaching activities are mainly 
concentrated on turtle species from 
December to January for cultural reasons 
(holiday meals). For this purpose, every 
year operations coordinated by the 
Maritime Zone Commander with the 
French Navy and the Gendarmerie 
are planned to combat the trafficking 
of protected species. Three suspects 
arrested in 2021 for turtle trafficking after 
being spotted by a French Navy aircraft 
were heavily convicted in October 2022.
In November 2022, a new grounding of 
a (Polynesian) fishing vessel on one of 
the islands of the Tuamotu atoll caused 
a small degree of pollution. In addition, 
work to remove the wreckage of a 
Chinese longliner grounded since 2020 
was completed. In order to limit the risks 
associated with maritime traffic, France 
will submit a file to the IMO1 concerning 

the establishment of “recommended 
maritime routes” around the most 
accident-prone archipelagos.
Finally, in the summer of 2022, a branch 
of the Central Office for Fighting 
Environmental and Public Health 
Offences will be created, under the 
authority of the Gendarmerie, with 
specific responsibility for pollution at sea.
Marine scientific research
The waters of the EEZ of French Polynesia 
are subject to numerous requests for 
underwater scientific research by foreign 
companies, mainly for work in the water 
column. Reminders concerning the 
procedure (validation by the diplomatic 
chain) had to be made for the benefit 
of the local scientific community to 
avoid any leakage of data following these 
campaigns.
Given the high economic stakes 
involved, the issue of the deep seabed 
is beginning to cause a disturbance in 
the sub-region, with some island States 
having already allocated concessions for 
future exploitation (e.g. Cook Islands). 
In FP, the issue remains controversial 
within the political class and the current 
perspectives seem to be limited to 
exploration projects, with a view to 
increasing the acquisition of knowledge 
on these seabeds. 
Maritime defence of the territory (MDT)
At the end of December 2022, the 
deployment of a group of Chinese 
military units and then that of a group 
of Iranian vessels was observed by the 
French mechanism during their transit in 
the PF EEZ.

Fishing
The Franco-Mexican agreement enabling 
a limited number of tuna seiners to fish 
in the EEZ was renewed in 2017. Daily 
surveillance is carried out by the French 
Polynesia Marine Centre, particularly in 
its fisheries policing role. It is based on 
the analysis of suspicious behaviour or 
unregistered vessels using AIS data and 
satellite imagery.  Intervention by aerial 
and maritime means remains necessary 
in order to detect violations. However, 
it is still hampered by geographical 
constraints. The naval resources allocated 
to French Polynesia allow for a patrol 
rhythm in the EEZ in accordance with the 
operational commitment.

Trafficking
Several years in a row, the crews of the 
French Navy have discovered stranded 
cocaine blocks on the foreshore, most 
probably due to the prevailing conditions 
in the region. However, the use of this 
atoll as an air-sea support point by the 
cartels could not be proven.
MDT
Reports of unauthorised overflights of 
the atoll by helicopters aboard Mexican 
tuna seiners led to diplomatic protests by 
the High Commission in December 2022.

Through its overseas territories and 
the extent of its EEZ, France is de facto 
a nation of the Pacific. As such, the 
French Navy has been for several years a 
member of the PACIOS (Pacific & Indian 
Ocean Shipping) Working Group which 
brings together a dozen nations from 
the Pacific and Indian Ocean and a few 
external guests. This group, which aims 
to develop interoperability between 
participants in terms of maritime 
cooperation with international shipping, 
meets every year and regularly holds 
Maritime Trade Operation (MTO) / Naval 
Cooperation And Guidance for Shipping 
(NCAGS) exercises. 

For the first time since its creation and 
as NCAGS referent in France for the past 
year, the MICA Center is now one of the 
actors of the PACIOS WG. As such, it has 
deployed its representatives on several 
occasions in the region in 2022; in San 
Diego for the PACIOS WG 2022, in Pearl 
Harbour for the NCAGS Bell Buoy 2022 
exercise and during the RIMPAC1 22. 
This presence in the region not only 
demonstrates the global vocation of the 
MICA Center but also contributes to the 
development of its information sharing 
network, its operationalisation and the 
increase of its level of competence in one 
of the fields of maritime cooperation.

The MICA Center in the Pacific Ocean

Focus on Clipperton Island

1International Maritime Organisation 1RIMPAC (Rim of the Pacific), the world’s largest naval exercise, this year brought together nearly 25,000 military personnel from 26 different 
countries and involved more than 40 ships and 150 aircraft.
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MICA CENTER

GENERAL ANALYSIS6.1

 Already strongly affected in 2021 by 
migration issues in the Channel, the North 
Sea and the Mediterranean Sea, in 2022 the 
security of European maritime spaces was 
directly impacted by the geopolitical situation 
alongside European borders. 
The outbreak of war in Ukraine has had a major 
effect on maritime traffic in the Black Sea, with 
direct consequences for the safety of seafarers. 
Ranging from the detention of ships and their 
crews in Ukrainian ports, direct attacks or 
misunderstandings on certain merchant ships, 
to the exposure to the mine threat, the Black 
Sea has suddenly become a major hotspot for 
commercial traffic.
Mine threat issues have been taken into account 
by CECMED1 but also by the MICA Center as a 
result of exchanges with shipowners. Following 
the concerns expressed by the French shipping 

for their crews, the drafting of a bridge card 
related to this particular threat has been 
initiated. It will be circulated in the coming 
months by the French Navy.
Beyond this area, the Northern flank of Europe 
has been destabilised by the destruction of 
the Nord Stream 1 and 2 gas pipelines. While 
this threat does not directly affect maritime 
security, its potential impact on the safety 
of navigation should not be underestimated. 
In addition to the supply flows that were 
jeopardised, this incident highlighted the 
vulnerability of underwater communication 
and supply lines. Efforts to protect and 
monitor these submerged lines cannot be 
left to the navies alone. Cooperation and 
information sharing with the maritime industry 
is of particular importance in this respect.

1CECMED : Commander in chief for the Mediterranean Sea
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6.2

MOC CECMED1 Analysis

Black Sea and Azov Sea
In the CECMED area of responsibility, the year 2022 was dominated 
by the aftermath at sea of the conflict in Ukraine. The impact on 
maritime traffic was strong from February onwards due to the 
Russian blockade and fighting in the Azov Sea and the Gulf of 
Odessa. At least 23 incidents - seizures or bombings - involving 
civilian vessels have been reported.2

Vessels were also stranded in Ukrainian 
ports in the early months of the conflict, 
including grain carriers that were able to 
sail when a safe corridor was established 
in July.
The protection of the approaches to 
Odessa by Ukrainian forces also involved 
the laying of naval mines, some of which 
subsequently drifted. About twenty of 
these were observed at sea and later 
neutralised along the Romanian, Bulgarian 
and Turkish coasts.

These events led the CECMED intelligence 
department to issue a “Black Sea” 
security information letter at the end of 
February 2022, which was distributed to 
companies registered with the Voluntary 
Naval Cooperation (VNC) in order to 
monitor the rapid developments in this 
theatre. When the number of incidents 
decreased, a format gathering the Black 
Sea and the Mediterranean was adopted 
in order to provide security insights into 
complex and rapidly changing theatres.

Ships hit by weapons and mines found at sea since the beginning of the 
conflict in Ukraine 

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

1CECMED : Maritime Operation Centre - Commander in chief for the Mediterranean Sea
2These events are not included in the figures of this report so as not to distort the global assessment in comparison with previous years.

Mediterranean Sea
The consequences of the conflict 
in Ukraine have had little impact on 
the Mediterranean theatre, which is 
characterised by other issues. 
The number of hijackings of civilian 
vessels off the coast of Cyrenaica has 
been greatly reduced, with only three 
cases reported at the beginning of 2022, 
compared to 23 cases in 2021. The Libyan 
National Army Sousse Marine Combat 
Company now appears to have little 
activity off Derna.
In the field of illicit activities, the problem 
of drug trafficking remains a reality in the 
Mediterranean. It is still mainly focused 

in the vicinity of Gibraltar and in the 
Alboran Sea. Various vectors can be 
used: go-fasts - in a nautical raid logic - or 
larger units (pleasure boats, fishermen, 
commercial vessels) in a dilution logic.
Finally, immigration flows in the 
Mediterranean remain at a high level, 
particularly in the central part of the 
Mediterranean from Libya or Tunisia. This 
issue is still important.
The terrorist threat remains high in the 
region, especially when approaching 
major ports or strategic crossings (such 
as the Suez Canal). To date, the various 
groups do not use a maritime method of 
action on the high seas.

This complexity of the Mediterranean theatre has led to the production 
of particularised analyses in order to meet the information needs of the 
ship-owners registered to the voluntary naval cooperation protocol.
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THE CHANNEL & NORTH SEA6.3

MOC COMNORD1 Analysis

The Channel,  a 
friction zone for 
many activities, is 
an area crossed by 
the world’s second 
largest commercial 
mar i t ime  route, 
serving the ports of 

Northern Europe. It is a major gateway 
between the European Union and the 
United Kingdom, a coveted fishing zone, 
a concentration of marine aggregates 
extraction sites and marine renewable 
energy projects, as well as a popular 
area for tourism and yachting. It is also a 
centre for environmental protection and 
biodiversity, bordered by strategic land-
based sites (nuclear power stations, large 
ports).
The North Sea is also an area of major 
importance for the supply of gas and 
offshore hydrocarbons.
This co-activity must be regulated, both 
in summer and winter, to guarantee the 
safety and coexistence of uses and to 
take into account the new challenges, 
without allowing illegal trafficking to 
develop. 

Migration
The phenomenon of migration to the 
United Kingdom is growing every year. In 
2022, more than 1300 migrant boats were 
observed. Approximately 53,000 people 
attempted the crossing on precarious 
boats, of which 8,323 were rescued 

(figures from 19 December 22). 
The annual increase in the flow continues 
(+50% approximately). This trend is set to 
remain in place for some time.  

Migrants’ boat in the Pas-de-Calais TSS2

Smuggling networks are constantly 
reorganising themselves to avoid the 
action of the security forces who are 
working to prevent them from setting sail 
in unsafe conditions. 
Migrants from Minor Asia, the Middle East 
and East Africa are determined to reach 
England and are ready to undertake a 
very high-risk crossing as soon as the 
weather is suitable, even in winter. They 
use inflatable boats loaded to an average 
of 45, sometimes more than 70 people, 
with no means of communication other 
than mobile phones, and frequently 
without any life jackets.
Faced with the challenge of saving 
these lives at sea, the French State 
is coordinating resources that are 
constantly adapting and organising 
themselves to provide assistance to boats 
in difficulty.

1COMNORD : Maritime Operation Centre - Commander in chief for the Channel and North Sea
2Traffic Separation Scheme

The use of chartered ships and drones 
dedicated to this mission has been 
decided. It will be effective in the first 
half of 2023. Cooperation between the 
MRCC1 Gris-Nez and the MRCC in Dover 
is permanent.

Observation of a departure to England

At sea, although no cases of violence 
against the rescuers have yet been 
reported, passengers are sometimes very 
agitated. 
 
Fishing
Artisanal fishing is active in the area, 
particularly for scallops in the Channel. 
The coastal States carry out assiduous 
controls to limit illegal practices. The 

coexistence of old and new contested 
practices (e.g. seiners) remains 
complicated and can quickly escalate.
Specific tensions in the context of the 
Brexit eased in 2022.

Wind farms
Marine renewable energy is on the rise. 
For the Channel - North Sea, four wind 
farm projects are under study, and two 
are under construction. 
These projects represent new dangers 
to navigation and the operators are 
organising their safety to limit the risks 
involved. 

Illegal trafficking
In addition to migration to England, 
the Channel is a transit point for drug 
trafficking from Latin America and 
the Caribbean. The cargo is usually 
transported in containers and unloaded 
in the ports of Le Havre or Benelux. The 
Maritime Prefect cooperates in this field 
with his European partners (Germany, 
Belgium, the Netherlands and the United 
Kingdom) within the NSCMIG (North 
Sea and Channel Maritime Information 
Group).

2Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre
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NORTH ATLANTIC6.4

MOC CECLANT1 Analysis

Participation in the 
reinforcement of the 
NATO deterrent and 
defensive posture
Following Russia’s 
large-scale invasion 
of Ukraine on 24 
February 2022, the 

Allies activated NATO’s defence plans 
and deployed more than 40,000 troops 
supported by significant air and naval 
assets in the Eastern part of the Alliance’s 
territory, in the Baltic Sea and in the 
Northwest Atlantic.
The Armed Forces have mobilised to 
participate in strengthening the posture 
of the Atlantic Alliance. This major effort 
involves reassuring our allies at NATO’s 
borders, consolidating the mechanisms 
already in place and projecting new 
capabilities. 
The French Navy is implementing its 
commitments across the North Atlantic, 
the Baltic Sea, the North Sea and the 
Norwegian Sea, particularly in the 
context of enhancing NATO’s deterrent 
and defensive posture. French ships and 

aircraft have been deployed, under the 
aegis of MARCOM2, to participate in the 
monitoring of energy infrastructures and 
the protection of freedom of navigation 
in these sometimes contested areas. 
Surveillance of sensitive underwater 
infrastructures
As they did before the Russo-Ukrainian 
conflict, the units deployed for the 
maritime defense of the territory monitor 
and protect the spaces where sensitive 
underwater infrastructures are deployed. 
These facilities located on the seabed of 
the French maritime area are supervised 
by public or private operators who run 
them.
At the same time, the French Navy has 
initiated a process aimed at exploring new 
surveillance and intervention capabilities 
at great depth, using autonomous 
underwater robots and drones. 
In the longer term, the Navy is 
undertaking efforts to acquire its own 
capabilities to deal with the spread of 
conflict to the sea bed.

1MOC CECLANT : Maritime Operation Centre - Commander in chief for the Atlantic Ocean 
2Allied Maritime Command (MARCOM) is the central command of all NATO maritime forces
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GULF OF GUINEAA

Guinea

These statistics, which include incidents that occurred beyond the 
territorial waters of the various countries in the Gulf of Guinea, are 
intended to locate each event by connecting it to the nearest shore. It is 
not a reflection on the security mechanisms of the mentioned countries.

A single act of robbery was reported this year at the Conakry waiting 
anchorage. While this event is part of the general downward trend, the 
level of violence of the criminals is consistent with previous years. They 
come in gangs, armed with assault rifles and knives.

Sierra Leone

Sierra Leone remains almost unaffected by robbery events. A tugboat at 
anchor was the victim of a non-violent robbery attempt and a hijacking 
incident took place in November.
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Liberia

After an upsurge in events in 2021, only one incident was reported in early 
2022 in Monrovia.

Côte d’Ivoire

The level of incidents in Côte d’Ivoire remains very low to nil. However, 
the two acts of piracy recorded in 2022 concern the offshore area of Côte 
d’Ivoire: the same oil tanker specialised in offshore refuelling off Abidjan 
was attacked on two occasions far out at sea. In both cases, after several 
hours of detention, the vessel and its crew were released; part of the cargo 
and personal belongings were stolen. During the second attack, the ethnic 
mix of the armed men was reported. This phenomenon had never been 
reported before.

Ghana

The number of incidents in Ghanaian waters is stable. These events involve 
non-violent robberies targeting commercial vessels at anchor in Takoradi. 
The simple fact that the intruder is spotted on board systematically causes 
him to flee.
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Analysis by coastal State

Togo

Similarly to last year, there were no incidents in the Togolese EEZ; the 
anchorage areas are secured by permanent patrols. The only piracy act on 
this graph occured outside the EEZ.
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Benin

In 2022, no incidents of piracy or robbery took place in Beninese waters. 
For the record, of the 4 incidents reported in 2021, 3 took place outside 
the Beninese EEZ.

Cameroon

No incidents were reported in 2022 in Cameroon. On December 27, 
Cameroon published Law No. 2022/017 on the repression of piracy, 
terrorism and knowledge against the security of maritime navigation and 
platforms.
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Nigeria

Robbery
Two robberies, one of which was violent and involved the use of weapons, 
took place on ships at berth and at anchor, confirming the sharp decrease 
in incidents that began in 2021.
Piracy
There were no acts of piracy in the Nigerian EEZ in 2022.
Note: These figures do not take into account incidents occurring within the 
rivers. These incidents contribute to the perception of high insecurity in the 
area.

Equatorial Guinea

The decrease in the dangerousness of the area, noted in 2021, is confirmed 
in 2022. A first attack was recorded in January on a passenger ship making 
the rounds between Bata and Bioko Island. The attack failed thanks to the 
intervention of the Equatorial Guinean security team on board. After the 
vast majority of the year without incident, the faint signals of a possible 
resurgence of piracy appeared in mid-December with the attack on two 
ships in less than 48 hours.

São Tomé and Príncipe

The São Tomé and Príncipe area, which saw a sharp increase in piracy and 
robbery incidents in 2021, making it the most affected area in the Gulf 
of Guinea, benefits in 2022 from the dormancy of pirate groups as it has 
been completely exempt from the phenomenon.
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Gabon

In recent years, there have been particularly violent acts of robbery at the 
Libreville anchorage, but the area was not affected in 2022.
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Congo

Only one suspicious night-time approach was reported in the vicinity of 
Pointe Noire. The sight of a security team on board was enough to make 
the suspicious men flee. 

Angola

The approaches to Luanda are heavily affected by non-violent robberies, 
especially those of support and passenger vessels. Not all cases are 
reported, especially incidents affecting local fishermen.
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Democratic Republic of Congo

An attempted non-violent robbery was committed on a commercial vessel 
docked in Matadi.
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List of events in chronological order

Date Time (UTC) Vessel type Status

Country Localisation Latitude Longitude

Event 
Type

Weapons 
presence Spoil human - goods Authorities 

informed

09/01/2022 5:00 Tanker Berthed

Liberia TTW 06°20N 010°48W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes - with 
intervention

08/01/2022 1:00 Passenger ship Berthed

Angola TTW 08°47S 013°14E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

15/01/2022 1:00 Passenger ship Berthed

Angola TTW 08°47S 013°14E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

20/01/2022 1:00 Passenger ship Berthed

Angola TTW 08°47S 013°14E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

23/01/2022 1:00 Passenger ship Berthed

Angola TTW 08°47S 013°14E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

24/01/2022 23:15 Tanker Sailing

Côte 
d'Ivoire EEZ 04°22N 004°15W

Hijack Yes - With 
Use

No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belonging Unknown

29/01/2022 1:10 Passenger ship Anchored

Angola TTW 08°47S 013°14E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Nil Yes

Event description

5

6

7

Srl

1 A theft occured on a vessel. 

2

3

4

An attempted theft occured on a vessel. An iron bar was left 
behind by the intruders. 

A theft occured on a vessel.  

A theft occured on a vessel. 

A robbery occured on a vessel. 

The vessel reported a boarding by 9 to 11 armed men during 
the night. The men took control of the vessel and its 17 
crewmembers for approximately 20 hours and then fled with 
personal effects and fuel.

A robbery occured on 2 passenger ships. 
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29/01/2022 1:30 Passenger ship Anchored

Angola TTW 08°47S 013°15E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

29/01/2022 Unk. Passenger ship Sailing

Equatorial 
Guinea TTW 02°05N 009°35E

Attack Yes - With 
Use No injuries - Nil Unknown

31/01/2022 1:30 Passenger ship Berthed

Angola TTW 08°47S 013°15E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

02/02/2022 1:16 Container ship Anchored

Ghana TTW 04°54N 001°41W

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

08/02/2022 3:15 LNG Anchored

Angola TTW 08°44S 013°17E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

09/02/2022 0:40 Cargo ship Anchored

Ghana TTW 04°54N 001°42W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

18/02/2022 1:05 Bulk carrier Anchored

Ghana TTW 04°54N 001°42W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

23/02/2022 3:00 Supply vessel Berthed

Angola TTW 08°46S 013°15E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

An attempted theft occurred on a vessel. The men were 
spotted by the crew who raised the alarm. The men fled away 

A vessel was attacked. Some gunshots were exchanged 
between the men and the armed military guards on board. The 
men then aborted their attack and moved away.

An attempted theft occurred on a vessel. Men were spotted by 
the crew who raised the alarm, causing the men to escape. 

An attempted theft occured on a vessel.

A theft occured on a vessel. The theft was discovered during a 
routine patrol. 

A theft occured on a vessel. Men were spotted by the duty 
officer who raised the alarm, causing the men to escape. 

A theft occurred on a vessel. 

A theft occured on a supply vessel. 

19/03/2022 4:45 Cargo ship Berthed

Nigeria TTW 06°26N 003°23E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

03/04/2022 11:00 Cargo ship Drifting

Togo Int. Waters 01°31N 001°30E

Boarding Yes No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belonging

Yes - with 
intervention

13/04/2022 3:45 Cargo ship Anchored

Ghana TTW 04°54N 001°41W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

02/05/2022 1:33 Other Sailing

Congo 
Republic TTW 04°45S 011°49E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

06/05/2022 19:24 Cargo ship Berthed

DR Congo TTW 05°50S 013°25E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

20/05/2022 6:00 Cargo ship Anchored

Ghana TTW 04°53N 001°42W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

22/07/2022 0:10 Passenger ship Anchored

Angola TTW 08°47S 013°14E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores Yes

11/08/2022 3:00 Other Anchored

Sierra 
Leone TTW 08°30N 013°12W

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

22

23
An attempted theft occured on a ship. The duty guards spotted 
unauthorized men on the main deck. They were put on the run 
by the guards flashlights.

18

19

20

21

16

17

A robbery occured on a merchant vessel.

During the boarding of a vessel, an Italian navy ship rallied to 
assist. Once on the scene, they found that the men had already 
left and the crew was safe in the citadel.

A theft occured on a vessel. The port authorities were 
informed.

A security team observed 2 men onboard a small embarcation 
closing the vessel, illuminating the bow with torchlights. Once 
the men noticed the security team, they turned off their lights 
and moved away.

A theft occured on a vessel. 3 men boarded the vessel and fled 
on a small craft once spotted by the crew.

During a routine patrol, a theft was discovered on a vessel. 

3 men boarded a ship and stole an outboard motor. 
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24/08/2022 3:20 Cargo ship Anchored

Angola TTW 06°07S 012°12E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

14/09/2022 0:05 Cargo ship Anchored

Guinea EEZ 09°06N 013°58W

Robbery Yes No injuries - Stores Yes - with 
intervention

19/09/2022 2:55 Cargo ship Anchored

Ghana TTW 04°54N 001°41E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes - with 
intervention

27/09/2022 19:58 Supply vessel Anchored

Nigeria EEZ 05°29N 005°01E

Boarding Yes Assaulted - Cash / Crew's 
belonging

Yes - with 
intervention

16/11/2022 1:50 Bulk carrier Anchored

Ghana TTW 04°54N 001°40W

Robbery Yes Threatened - Cash / 
Crew's belonging Yes

15/11/2022 19:30 Cargo ship Sailing

Sierra 
Leone EEZ 07°11N 013°16W

Boarding Yes Taken Hostage - Stores / 
Crew's belonging

Yes - with 
intervention

23/11/2022 23:00 Tanker Drifting

Côte 
d'Ivoire Int. Waters 01°18N 004°39W

Hijack Yes Threatened - Cash / 
Crew's belonging Yes

12/12/2022 2:50 Tanker Sailing

Equatorial 
Guinea EEZ 02°25N 008°24E

Attack Yes No injuries - Nil Yes

24

25

A theft occured on a vessel. 2 intruders stole cargo. 

3 men armed with AK47 and long knives boarded a vessel 
while 2 others remained on their boat. The crew immediately 
mustered inside the citadel. The port authorities  dispatched a 
security vessel causing the men to escape.

30

31

A ship went missing after 8 armed men took control of it. Part 
of the cargo was stolen. An italian navy ship assisted until a 
tug towed the vessel.  The men damaged the navigation and 
communication equipment.

An attack occured on a vessel. Several gunshot impacts were 
reported.

26

27

28

29

A theft occured on a ship. 4 men were found onboard and the 
alarm was raised quickly. A patrol boat was dispatched to 
secure the anchorage.

A supply vessel was boarded by an unknown number of men. 
2 crewmembers were severely injured. A security vessel was 
dispatched to assist and secure the ship.

3 armed men were found stealing paint by the crew who raised 
the alarm. The men threatened the crew before escaping. This 
incident was reported to the local authorities.

Several armed men boarded a ship but the crew escaped and 
mustered inside the citadel. After grounding the ship, the men 
left the ship and the crew exited the citadel. Local authorities 
dispatched a naval asset to secure the ship.

13/12/2022 10:07 Passenger ship Sailing

Equatorial 
Guinea EEZ 02°46N 008°46E

Hijack Unknown Taken Hostage - Cash / 
Crew's belonging Yes

32

A vessel was boarded by 9 armed men. The men took control 
of the vessel and the three crewmembers. A few hours later 
they left and took two crewmembers hostage. The vessel was 
escorted to Douala after the men left it.
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LATIN AMERICA & THE   
CARIBBEAN REGION - OTHER AREASB

Mexico

The Bay of Campeche is experiencing problems of theft from oil platform 
support vessels. The attackers are armed and violent towards the crews.
More generally, incidents involving oil platforms in the Gulf of Mexico are 
a destabilising factor for the region, with a risk of a deteriorating security 
situation.

Panama

Yachts and sailing boats at anchor can be victims of non-violent and 
inconspicuous night-time thefts. Linton Bay, located west of Colón on the 
north coast, is particularly affected.

Honduras

The three incidents recorded this year relate to non-violent thefts from 
yachts at anchor.

Guatemala

A discrete theft took place on a yacht at anchor. 
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Haiti

A container ship was robbed at anchor in the bay of Port-au-Prince. The 
robbers were violent, temporarily taking crew members hostage, however 
they fled as soon as the alarm was raised.

Caribbean Arc

The Caribbean Arc continues to be a popular area for yacht robberies, 
although the seasonality is less evident this year. The French and Dutch 
West Indies are still particularly affected, although the general trend is 
downwards in comparison to last year.

Peru

After a peak year in 2021, the number of events in Peru seems to be 
decreasing with no explanation. It is still mainly a matter of robberies at 
anchor in Callao, the port of Lima. The thieves do not hesitate to threaten 
the crew, but flee as soon as the alarm is given.

Ecuador

The number of reported incidents has decreased significantly, however, 
both events in the area involve the use of firearms. A crew member was 
injured by gunfire during a robbery, and a container ship was shot at off 
Guayaquil.
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Colombia

Two non-violent thefts involving pleasure craft at anchor were reported 
on the north coast of the country, on the Caribbean Sea side.
On the west coast, a passenger vessel was stolen. The 25 people on board 
were forced to abandon the vessel and were rescued by the Colombian 
Navy.

Venezuela

While the situation at sea does not appear to be critical, the security 
situation ashore is of concern for the security of the area. Three merchant 
ships were robbed at anchor in the Barcelona area.

Brazil

A series of robberies has occurred on bulk carriers at the Macapa 
anchorage. The attackers are often armed and threaten the crew.

Guyana

Two robberies, one of which was violent, were recorded in Georgetown.
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presence Spoil human - goods Authorities 

informed

07/01/2022 12:00 Cargo ship Anchored

Venezuela TTW 10°15N 064°34W

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

10/01/2022 11:05 Bulk carrier Anchored

Brazil TTW 00°01N 050°59W

Robbery Yes Threatened - Stores Yes

16/01/2022 2:30 Yacht Anchored

ST Vincent & 
Grenadines TTW 13°11N 061°16W

Robbery Yes Assaulted - Cash / 
Crew's belongings Yes

23/01/2022 0:40 Bulk carrier Anchored

Peru TTW 12°00S 077°13W

Theft Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

23/01/2022 5:20 Bulk carrier Anchored

Brazil TTW 00°00N 050°02W

Robbery Yes Threatened - Stores Yes

23/01/2022 23:45 Bulk carrier Anchored

Brazil TTW 00°00N 050°02W

Theft Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

25/01/2022 6:10 Bulk carrier Anchored

Venezuela TTW 10°16N 064°34W

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

Srl

1 Men boarded the vessel and stole stores and crew's 
belongings. 

2

3

4

3 armed men boarded the vessel. The alarm was 
raised and the crew mustered. The men threatened 
the crew with their weapons and stole items.

2 men boarded the yacht. They tied up the owner, 
stole personnal belongings and cash and escaped. 

3 men were seen by the duty crew. The alarm was 
raised and the crew mustered. The men left empty-
handed.

4 armed men threatened a duty crew member. They 
released him and he raised the alarm. The crew 
mustered. After the search, ship's equipment was 
stolen. 

2 small boats with 3 men tried to board the ship. 
The crew used fire hoses and the men left. 

2 men were seen by the duty crew. The alarm was 
raised and the men left with equipment. 

5

6

7

List of events in chronological order
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30/01/2022 0:00 Yacht Anchored

Grenada TTW 11°59N 061°41W

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

01/02/2022 4:45 Yacht Anchored

ST Vincent & 
Grenadines TTW 12°35N 061°26W

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

02/02/2022 1:00 Yacht Anchored

ST Vincent & 
Grenadines TTW 12°37N 061°21W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

03/02/2022 19:30 Yacht Anchored

Guadeloupe TTW 15°49N 061°36W

Theft No No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

04/02/2022 7:00 Bulk carrier Anchored

Peru TTW 12°01S 077°13W

Robbery Yes No injuries - Stores Yes

08/02/2022 5:00 Yacht Anchored

Martinique TTW 14°36N 061°06W

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

17/02/2022 18:40 Container ship Anchored

Haiti TTW 18°40N 072°24W

Robbery Yes - With Use Assaulted - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

28/02/2022 7:10 Bulk carrier Anchored

Peru TTW 12°00S 077°13W

Robbery Yes No injuries - Stores Yes

9

10

11

12

The dinghy of a yacht was stolen.

2 men approached the yacht but moved away after 
the owner started shouting.

A dinghy was stolen.

2 fishing rods were stolen.

3 armed men boarded and took the watchman 
hostage. The alarm was raised and the men left with 
stores.

8

13

14

15

A dinghy was stolen.

A crew member on duty noticed that 3 men, armed 
with guns and machetes, had taken 2 crew members 
hostage. The chief officer raised the alarm, 
mustered the crew and informed local authorities. 
On hearing the alarm, the crew members were 
released. Some of the ship's property was stolen. 
The crew members were not injured.

7 armed men boarded and threatened the watchman. 
The alarm was raised. The men left with ship's 
stores. 

05/03/2022 0:00 Yacht Anchored

U.S.A TTW 18°19N 064°47W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

10/03/2022 8:00 Bulk carrier Anchored

Peru TTW 12°00S 077°12W

Robbery Yes Taken Hostage - Stores Yes

13/03/2022 1:00 Other Anchored

Peru TTW 12°01S 077°12W

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

13/03/2022 1:00 Container ship Anchored

Peru TTW 12°01S 077°11W

Robbery Yes No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

18/03/2022 10:00 Yacht Sailing

Honduras TTW 15°16N 082°51W

Boarding Unknown No injuries - Cash / 
Crew's belongings Yes

26/03/2022 5:00 Yacht Anchored

U.S.A TTW 18°20N 064°42W

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores Yes

28/03/2022 9:30 Yacht Anchored

Grenada TTW 12°00N 061°44W

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

29/03/2022 12:00 Yacht Anchored

Dominican 
Republic TTW 18°25N 069°35W

Robbery Yes Assaulted - Cash / 
Crew's belongings Yes

22

23 Armed men boarded the yacht and stole crew 
belongings.

18

19

20

21

A skiff with 6 men approached and 5 men boarded 
and left with the crew's belongings. Crew is safe.

A dinghy was stolen.

2 men were seen by the owner who threatened 
them. They left empty-handed on a pirogue.

16

17

An unoccupied yacht was stolen. 

7 armed men boarded, held 1 crewmember and left 
with ship's stores when the alarm was raised.

An indeterminate number of men boarded and left 
with ship's stores.

7 armed men boarded and left after the alarm was 
raised. They left with ship's strores.
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31/03/2022 3:00 Yacht Anchored

ST Vincent & 
Grenadines TTW 13°00N 061°14W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

06/04/2022 17:00 Yacht Anchored

Grenada TTW 12°27N 061°29W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

08/04/2022 2:00 Yacht Anchored

Colombia TTW 12°12N 072°09W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

19/04/2022 22:00 Yacht Anchored

Panama TTW 09°36N 079°34W

Theft No Threatened - Nil Yes

20/04/2022 18:30 Yacht Anchored

ST Vincent & 
Grenadines TTW 13°14N 061°16W

Theft No No injuries - Cash / 
Crew's belongings Yes

26/04/2022 1:00 Bulk carrier Anchored

Brazil TTW 00°04S 051°06W

theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

28/04/2022 12:00 Yacht Anchored

Martinique TTW 14°28N 060°51W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

28/04/2022 0:00 Yacht Anchored

Sint Maarten TTW 18°02N 063°06W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

24

25

A dinghy and its outboard engine were stolen. 

An outboard engine was stolen. 

30

31

A dinghy was stolen. 

A dinghy was stolen.

26

27

28

29

A dinghy was stolen.

4 or 5 men boarded and assaulted the ship owner. 
They left empty-handed.

A paddleboard was stolen. 

3 men were seen by the duty crew. The alarm was 
raised and the crew mustered. The men left empty-
handed.

28/04/2022 15:42 Yacht Anchored

Antigua and 
Barbuda TTW 17°01N 061°50W

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

03/05/2022 5:00 Dinghy Anchored

Netherlands 
Antilles TTW 12°10N 068°20W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

04/05/2022 1:30 Yacht Anchored

Dominican 
Republic TTW 18°26N 069°36W

Theft No No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

05/05/2022 8:00 Yacht Anchored

Antigua and 
Barbuda TTW 17°00N 061°46W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

06/05/2022 2:30 Dinghy Anchored

Sint Maarten TTW 18°02N 063°06W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

07/05/2022 6:00 Yacht Anchored

Saint Martin TTW 18°03N 063°05W

Theft No No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

08/05/2022 3:29 Yacht Anchored

Netherlands 
Antilles TTW 12°08N 068°17W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

08/05/2022 5:00 Other Sailing

Sint Maarten TTW 18°01N 063°05W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

32

33

38

39

An attempted robbery took place. A bolt cutter was 
found on a dinghy with a protective cable cut. The 
attempt to remove the outboard motor failed.

An outboard motor was stolen from an inflatable 
boat.

A dinghy moored to a yacht was stolen. 

The captain of a boat being towed discovered that 
equipment not yet installed had been stolen from 
the cockpit overnight.

34

35

36

37

A yacht was looted while the owners were away for 
8 weeks.

A kayak and a paddle were stolen from the deck of 
a yacht at anchor.

A dinghy was stolen by 3 men.

While the owner was sleeping, a thief took his 
valuables.
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08/05/2022 18:30 Dinghy Berthed

Sint Maarten TTW 18°02N 063°06W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

09/05/2022 2:30 Dinghy Anchored

Sint Maarten TTW 18°02N 063°05W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

19/05/2022 4:30 Bulk carrier Anchored

Guyana TTW 06°58N 058°02W

Robbery Yes - With Use No injuries - Nil Yes

22/05/2022 0:00 Supply vessel Sailing

Mexico TTW 18°29N 093°21W

Robbery Yes - With Use No injuries - Stores Yes

22/05/2022 5:00 Yacht Anchored

Panama TTW 09°36N 079°34W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

24/05/2022 16:00 Dinghy Anchored

Saint Martin TTW 18°04N 063°05W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

26/05/2022 7:00 Yacht Anchored

Saint Martin TTW 18°05N 063°09W

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

29/05/2022 5:00 Dinghy Anchored

Martinique TTW 14°26N 060°53W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

40

41

46

47

A dinghy was stolen.

A dinghy was stolen.

Upon returning to the catamaran, the owners 
noticed shoemarks. A man had realised he was 
being filmed by a security camera and left, without 
trying to break in.

A dinghy and its engine were stolen.

42

43

44

45

An attempted robbery occurred on a vessel. An 
unknown number of men were spotted. The alarm 
was raised and the crew mustered. The men fled 
empty-handed after threatening the crew with 
knives. The incident was reported to the Port 
Authority.

The support vessel was boarded by 5 men armed 
with guns. The men fired several shots and looted 
the vessel for approximately 45 minutes. They fled 
in a small boat. Valuable equipment was stolen.

A dinghy was stolen with its outboard engine while 
moored to a yacht at anchor.

A dinghy was stolen.

30/05/2022 6:00 Yacht Anchored

Saint Martin TTW 18°03N 063°05W

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

31/05/2022 12:00 Passenger ship Sailing

Colombia TTW 03°48N 077°14W

Robbery Yes Assaulted - Ship's 
stolen Yes

01/06/2022 5:00 Dinghy Anchored

Saint Martin TTW 18°04N 063°05W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

07/06/2022 0:00 Dinghy Berthed

Martinique TTW 14°26N 060°53W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

07/06/2022 0:15 Yacht Anchored

Saint Lucia TTW 13°58N 061°01W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

13/06/2022 19:00 Sailing vessel Anchored

Panama TTW 09°36N 079°34W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

22/06/2022 8:00 Yacht Anchored

ST Vincent & 
Grenadines TTW 13°00N 061°14W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

23/06/2022 7:45 Tanker Anchored

Peru TTW 12°01S 077°13W

Robbery No No injuries - Stores Yes

48

49

54

Intruders tried to take the outboard motor of an boat 
moored to a catamaran. The owner noticed that the 
fasteners were undone. The security chain 
prevented the theft.

A ship was stolen by 2 men posing as passengers. 
25 passengers were forced to abandon the ship and 
were rescued by the Colombian Navy. The 2 men 
abandoned the ship in full view of the authorities.

55

While the captain and crew were asleep, a man 
boarded the locked yacht and stole various items 
from the cockpit. The incident was reported to the 
authorities.

3 men armed with knives boarded the tanker. The 
alarm was raised and the men escaped with some 
equipment.

50

51

52

53

A dinghy and its engine were stolen.

A dinghy was stolen.

The cruisers in their yacht were awakened by the 
sound of footsteps. They went to the cockpit and a 
man jumped overboard and quickly swam away 
behind another boat towards the mangroves. 

An outboard engine was stolen. 
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25/06/2022 8:00 Yacht Anchored

Martinique TTW 14°26N 060°53W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

28/06/2022 5:00 Yacht Anchored

U.S. Virgin 
Islands TTW 18°21N 064°44W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

30/06/2022 8:20 Yacht Anchored

Guatemala TTW 15°49N 088°44W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

30/06/2022 10:00 Yacht Anchored

Honduras TTW 16°18N 086°32W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

05/07/2022 12:00 Yacht Sailing

Ecuador TTW 3°10S 80°01W

Robbery Yes Assaulted - Nil Yes - with 
intervention

09/07/2022 00:01 Yacht Anchored

Saint Lucia TTW 13°54N 061°04W

Robbery Yes Threatened - Stores / 
Crew's belongings No

10/07/2022 07:00 Yacht Anchored

Panama TTW 09°19N 082°14W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

11/07/2022 07:00 Yacht Anchored

Saint Martin TTW 18°03N 063°05W

Robbery Yes No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

56

57

The yacht was broken into over a 10 days period. 
The guard discovered that the men had broken in 
through a hatch and then removed the ceiling panels 
to access and release three winches. Other items 
were also stolen.

An unlocked dinghy was stolen from a yacht.

62

63

A man stole a propane tank and a dinghy. The latter 
was returned for cash.

The owner of a yacht woke up and saw a man 
armed with a large knife on deck. The man then left 
quickly. Weapons were stolen. A report was made 
to the marina.

58

59

60

61

Equipment was stolen.

Fishing gear was stolen.

The Ecuadorian Navy evacuated the victim of an 
attempted robbery with a firearm. The men fled in 
fast boats when they noticed the presence of the 
authorities.

2 men armed with pistols boarded. They held the 
captain at gunpoint and demanded cash and 
electronics which were handed over. The men then 
left. No police report was made.

14/07/2022 23:45 Yacht Anchored

Trinidad and 
Tobago TTW 10°40N 61°38W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

15/07/2022 15:55 Dinghy Berthed

Martinique TTW 14°36N 061°04W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen

Yes - with 
intervention

17/07/2022 04:30 Supply vessel Sailing

Mexico EEZ 18°40N 092°55W

Robbery Yes - With Use Threatened - Ship's 
damage Yes

19/07/2022 05:00 Yacht Anchored

Guadeloupe TTW 16°15N 061°15W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

22/07/2022 07:00 Yacht Anchored

Saint Lucia TTW 13°51N 061°03W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

23/07/2022 07:00 Yacht Anchored

Panama TTW 09°36N 079°34W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

24/07/2022 07:00 Yacht Anchored

Saint Lucia TTW 14°04N 060°57W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

09/08/2022 0:00 Cargo ship Anchored

French Guiana TTW 06°48N 058°10W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

64

65

Video surveillance from the marina showed that 2 
men wearing masks arrived in a canoe and cut the 
cable holding the yacht's dinghy to steal it.

A locked dinghy was stolen. Following a police 
search, the dinghy was found and 2 men were 
arrested trying to escape on a boat.

70

71

A speedboat was stolen.

Unnoticed men boarded and stole some items 
before fleeing. The incident was reported to port 
authorities.

66

67

68

69

5 men armed with guns and knives boarded. They 
took a crew member hostage and injured another, 
wounding him severely. They stole some of the 
equipment and fled.

An outboard motor was stolen.

While the owners were sleeping, their unlocked 
dinghy in the water was stolen.

An inflatable boat and an outboard motor were 
stolen.
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11/08/2022 1:40 Supply vessel Sailing

Mexico TTW 18°33N 093°13W

Suspicious 
approach No No injuries - Nil Yes

13/08/2022 1:45 Dinghy Anchored

Dominica TTW 15°25N 061°26W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

18/08/2022 14:00 Dinghy Anchored

Netherlands 
Antilles TTW 12°07N 068°55W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

19/08/2022 16:00 Dinghy Berthed

Saint Lucia TTW 13°15N 061°01W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

24/08/2022 22:02 Dinghy Anchored

Martinique TTW 14°26N 060°53W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

26/08/2022 2:15 Yacht Berthed

Saint Lucia TTW 13°51N 061°03W

Robbery Yes - With Use Assaulted - Cash / 
Crew's belongings Yes

30/08/2022 4:00 Bulk carrier Anchored

Brazil TTW 00°03N 050°59W

Robbery Yes - With Use Assaulted - Stores Yes

31/08/2022 10:00 Yacht Anchored

Panama TTW 09°03N 082°14W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

72

73

A supply vessel was approached by skiffs. The crew 
called for help on VHF. 3 boats in the area 
approached and illuminated the skiffs, causing them 
to flee.

A dinghy was stolen while the owners were ashore.

78

79

20 to 24 armed men wearing black mask boarded 
and threatened the security team and crew members 
before escaping with some equipment.

A dinghy and its engine were stolen.

74

75

76

77

A well-secured dinghy was stolen. A report was 
made to the police and coastguard, but no forensic 
examination was carried out.

While the owners were ashore, some equipment was 
stolen.

The owner discovered that his locked and motorless 
dinghy was stolen. A police report was made.

A docked yacht was boarded by 2 armed men. 
Several blows were exchanged causing the men to 
jump overboard. Money was stolen and reports 
were made to the authorities.

06/09/2022 3:00 Dinghy Berthed

Grenada TTW 12°27N 061°29W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

12/09/2022 0:20 Yacht Anchored

Trinidad and 
Tobago TTW 10°40N 061°38W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

16/09/2022 8:00 Yacht Anchored

Mexico TTW 18°16N 087°50W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

16/09/2022 8:30 Yacht Anchored

Colombia TTW 10°24N 075°32W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

22/09/2022 3:01 Yacht Anchored

Martinique TTW 14°27N 060°52W

Theft No No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

29/09/2022 5:15 Tanker Anchored

Peru TTW 12°02N 077°08W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

05/10/2022 19:30 Yacht Anchored

Honduras TTW 16°18N 086°31W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

06/10/2022 0:30 Yacht Anchored

Saint Lucia TTW 13°51N 061°30W

Robbery yes No injuries - Cash / 
Crew's belongings Yes

80

81

A locked dinghy was stolen.

Some equipment was stolen.

A man boarded an unlit and unsecured yacht and 
stole a generator and fishing gear.

4 men armed with knives boarded and stole crew 
belongings before escaping.

82

83

84

85

A dinghy was stolen.

A dinghy was stolen.

A man came with tools and opened the hatch. He 
stole some equipments and and belongings.

Men boarded and escaped unnoticed with some 
equipment.

86

87
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09/10/2022 6:01 Container ship Sailing

Ecuador EEZ 02°44S 081°03W

Attack Yes - With Use No injuries - Nil Yes

09/10/2022 12:00 Yacht Berthed

U.S.A TTW 18°19N 064°51W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

14/10/2022 8:30 Tanker Anchored

Peru TTW 11°58S 077°12W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

16/10/2022 1:00 Yacht Anchored

Saint Lucia TTW 13°54N 061°04W

Theft No Threatened - Not stated Yes

16/10/2022 18:30 Yacht Anchored

Grenada TTW 12°10N 061°43W

Theft No No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

22/10/2022 12:00 Yacht Anchored

ST Vincent & 
Grenadines TTW 13°00N 061°14W

Theft No No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

22/10/2022 12:00 Yacht Anchored

ST Vincent & 
Grenadines TTW 13°00N 061°14W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

28/10/2022 12:00 Dinghy Anchored

Panama TTW 09°16N 082°11W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

89

1 skiff approached and shots were exchanged. The 
vessel conducted evasive manoeuvers, then the skiff 
moved away.

A dinghy tied to a tree on a beach was stolen. Tools 
were used to cut the lock and cable.

94

95

A man boarded a catamaran and stole a pump from 
an unlocked cockpit locker.

A locked boat was stolen and found engineless a 
few days later.

90

91

92

93

A man boarded the ship and the crew raised the 
alarm. The man left with spare parts.

2 men approached a yacht on a kayak and one of 
the men climbed onboard. The captain pushed the 
man into the water. The 2 men threatened to come 
back with a gun and kill the crew before leaving.

Men broke into the locked yacht by destroying a 
hatch. The ship was ransacked and items were 
stolen. A police report was made.

Men boarded and stole camera gear and drone 
equipment while the crew was ashore.

88

28/10/2022 12:00 Dinghy Anchored

Grenada TTW 11°59N 061°45W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

02/11/2022 7:15 Supply vessel Anchored

Guyana TTW 06°47N 058°10W

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

04/11/2022 12:00 Yacht Anchored

ST Vincent & 
Grenadines TTW 13°00N 061°14W

Theft No No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

06/11/2022 7:15 Unknown Sailing

Mexico EEZ 19°17N 092°06W

Boarding No No injuries - stores Yes

09/11/2022 10:00 Tanker Anchored

Peru TTW 12°00S 077°13W

Theft No No injuries - stores Yes

09/11/2022 12:00 Dinghy Anchored

U.S. Virgin 
Islands TTW 18°20N 064°55W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

11/11/2022 12:00 Yacht Anchored

ST Vincent & 
Grenadines TTW 12°42N 061°19W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

12/11/2022 12:00 fishing vessel Sailing

Mexico TTW 21°18N 089°41W

Robbery Yes Threatened - Ship's 
damage

Yes - with 
intervention

102

103

Items were stolen from a yacht.

The ministry of public security managed to 
apprehend 4 men armed with firearms, who 
violently assaulted 4 fishermen and seized the 
outboard motors of the 2 fishing boats.

Men boarded the ship, stole items from the ship's 
store and escaped unnoticed. The crew on duty 
discovered the theft and reported to local 
authorities.

The outboard motor of a dinghy was stolen.

96

97

A locked dinghy was stolen.

A man boarded a supply vessel using a small canoe 
on the river side. The ISPS guard saw the man who 
then jumped overboard. The incident was reported 
to the local authorities.

98

99

100

101

Men boarded and broke in through the locked 
companionway. Electronics and clothing were 
stolen.

Several men approached by motorboat and 3 of 
them boarded the vessel, causing the alarm to 
sound. The 3 men fled with firefighting equipment.
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13/11/2022 12:00 Dinghy Anchored

Grenada TTW 11°59N 061°45W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

19/11/2022 22:29 Other Sailing

Suriname TTW 06°06N 054°56W

Hijack Yes - With Use Taken Hostage - Not 
stated

Yes - with 
intervention

23/11/2022 12:00 Yacht Anchored

Martinique TTW 14°36N 061°04W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

23/11/2022 12:00 Yacht Anchored

ST Vincent & 
Grenadines TTW 13°07N 061°11W

Theft No No injuries - Cash / 
Crew's belongings

Yes - with 
intervention

24/11/2022 14:50 Bulk carrier Anchored

Venezuela TTW 10°16N 064°34W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

24/11/2022 12:00 Yacht Anchored

ST Vincent & 
Grenadines TTW 13°00N 061°14W

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

26/11/2022 12:00 Dinghy Berthed

ST Vincent & 
Grenadines TTW 12°38N 061°23W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

27/11/2022 12:00 Yacht Anchored

ST Vincent & 
Grenadines TTW 13°00N 061°14W

Theft No No injuries - Cash / 
Crew's belongings Yes

109

An unlocked dinghy was stolen from a yacht.

Men broke into a yacht through the locked 
companionway. The men ransacked the interior and 
stole money and other items.

The crew of a merchant vessel discovered the 
liferaft missing.

While the crew was ashore, men boarded a yacht, 
stole some items from the deck and escaped 
unnoticed. 

104

105

Men stole a dinghy. It was found undamaged and 
adrift the next day.

8 armed men attacked and hijacked the vessel. Then 
headed for French Guiana waters, where the 
Suriname police lost track of them.

106

107

108

A dinghy was stolen.

The crew of a yacht discovered a kayak tied to the 
stern. Two men emerged from a hatch and jumped 
overboard. They stole personnal belongings.

110

111

30/11/2022 12:00 fishing vessel Sailing

Colombia EEZ 14°16N 081°05W

Boarding Yes No injuries - Stores Yes - with 
intervention

01/12/2022 12:00 Yacht Anchored

ST Vincent & 
Grenadines TTW 13°15N 061°15W

Theft No No injuries - Cash / 
Crew's belongings

Yes - with 
intervention

03/12/2022 12:00 Unknown Berthed

Brazil TTW 23°57S 046°18W

Irregular Activity Yes No injuries - Nil Yes - with 
intervention

10/12/2022 10:00 Yacht Anchored

Dominican 
Republic TTW 18°22N 068°50W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

16/12/2022 21:00 Yacht Anchored

ST Vincent & 
Grenadines TTW 13°15N 061°15W

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

17/12/2022 4:00 Yacht Anchored

Panama TTW 09°33N 079°39W

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
stolen Yes

18/12/2022 3:00 Yacht Anchored

Saint Lucia TTW 13°49N 061°03W

Robbery Yes No injuries - Cash / 
Crew's belongings

Yes - with 
intervention

19/12/2022 6:00 Other Anchored

Peru TTW 12°01N 077°12W

Robbery Yes No injuries - Cash / 
Crew's belongings Yes

While the crew of a yacht was asleep, men boarded 
and stole some items before escaping unnoticed.

Crewmembers noticed a suspicious vessel heading 
towards their ship. The suspiscious vessel then 
picked up a diver who pointed a gun at the crew.

An anchor was stolen on a yacht.

A man boarded but escaped when the crew noticed 
him on the deck.

An in-the-water but locked dinghy was stolen from 
an occupied yacht. 

6 men armed with machetes boarded and stole 
cellphones and other items.

2 men armed with knives boarded, threatened one 
crewmember and stole his phone and radio before 
escaping.

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

7 armed men boarded and stole 2 tons of shrimps, 2 
engines and various equipment. The Colombian 
navy found and arrested the men.

112
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20/12/2022 7:45 Tanker Anchored

Peru TTW 12°00S 077°12W

Robbery Yes Threatened - Stores Yes

28/12/2022 4:00 Supply vessel Anchored

Mexico EEZ 19°11N 092°17W

Boarding Yes No injuries - Stores Yes

28/12/2022 6:05 Supply vessel Anchored

Mexico EEZ 19°10N 092°15W

Boarding Yes No injuries - Stores Yes

5 men armed with knives boarded via the anchor 
chain. They threatened a crewmember, forced their 
way into the forecastle store and escaped with 
items. The alarm was raised and the crew mustered.

4 men boarded the vessel using a speedboat. The 
alarm was raised, and the crew mustered in the 
citadel. The men stole items before fleeing.

4 men boarded the vessel using a speedboat. The 
alarm was raised, and part of the crew mustered in 
the citadel, with several others remaining on the 
bridge. The men stole items before fleeing.

121

122

120
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INDIAN OCEANC

India

Robberies occur regularly in the vicinity of ports in north-western and 
north-eastern India. Thefts or attempted thefts are usually non-violent 
and unharmed, with intruders fleeing when detected. These are thefts of 
small items from the ship.
However, the presence of weapons was noted in three incidents this year. 
A fishing vessel suffered a series of three attacks by armed attackers who 
managed to board and steal equipment from the crew, while a tugboat 
was approached by two skiffs with six or seven armed individuals on board 
each skiff.

Bangladesh

In Bangladesh, the number of incidents increased significantly in 2022. 
These were mainly reported as acts of robbery at the Chittagong 
anchorage. The presence of weapons was observed during the attempted 
boarding of a cargo ship at the Mongla anchorage.

Mozambique

No incidents have been reported off Mozambique in 2022.
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Oman

In 2022, only one incident was reported. The master of a vessel reported 
being followed by a skiff before suffering a heart attack.

Yemen

Apart from an attack on a sailing vessel in Yemeni territorial waters, the 
incidents reported in 2022 were suspicious approaches to commercial 
vessels by skiffs. The correct application of protective measures such as 
evasive manoeuvres and warning shots from the protection teams are 
generally sufficient to stop the approach.
Regarding drone attacks not accounted for in the previous graph, the oil 
ports of Ash Shihr, Rudum and Mukalla suffered four such attacks between 
October and November 2022. These attacks disrupted or prevented 
the transfer of fuel and are claimed by the Houthis, who oppose the 
international trade of fuel from governorates that do not join their cause.

Egypt

Three incidents were recorded at the end of the year in the Gulf of Suez. 
These were thefts or attempted thefts from ships at anchor, including two 
container ships and a research vessel. The attackers are generally non-
violent and flee if detected.

Somalia

All security measures and military operations continue to bear fruit as only 
one suspicious approach was recorded for the year 2022 off the Somali 
coast.
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List of events in chronological order

Date Time (UTC) Vessel type Status

Country Localisation Latitude Longitude

Event Type Weapons 
presence

Spoil human - 
goods 

Authorities 
informed

03/01/2022 12:00 Tanker Anchored

India TTW 22°56N 070°12E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

05/01/2022 14:07 Tanker Sailing

Yemen TTW 15°20N 042°06E

Suspicious 
approach Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

11/01/2022 6:48 Tanker Sailing

Oman EEZ 23°51N 059°47E

False alarm Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

19/01/2022 20:10 Other Sailing

India TTW 21°21N 072°18E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

20/01/2022 16:10 Chemical Tanker Sailing

Yemen EEZ 12°09N 044°19E

Suspicious 
approach Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

24/01/2022 14:50 Container ship Sailing

Islamic Republic of 
Iran EEZ 26°36N 056°35E

Suspicious 
approach Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

24/01/2022 6:30 Sailing vessel Sailing

Sri Lanka EEZ 05°24N 081°36E

Suspicious 
approach Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

2 skiffs approached at less than 0,5nm. The ship 
conducted evasive maneuvers and the skiffs moved 
away.

8 small boats were seen by the captain. They 
probably were fishing vessels.

3/4 men boarded the towed barge. The men left with 
crew belongings.

3 skiffs were seen by the tanker with a possible 
ladder on 1 skiff.

7 skiffs approached. The vessel conducted evasive 
maneuvers and the skiffs moved away to 2 other 
vessels after an hour.

1 skiff approached the sailing vessel at less than 
0,5nm.

Srl

1 3 men were seen by the duty crew. The alarm was 
raised and the men escaped with ship equipement.

2

3

4

Event description

5

6

7

24/01/2022 23:16 Bulk carrier Anchored

India TTW 22°01N 088°05E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

26/01/2022 12:30 Bulk carrier Sailing

Yemen EEZ 12°01N 044°33E

Sighting / Irregular 
Activity Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

02/02/2022 12:00 Bulk carrier Anchored

South Africa TTW 29°53S 031°02E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

11/02/2022 12:00 Sailing vessel Anchored

Mauritius TTW 20°14S 057°48E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores Yes

12/02/2022 12:00 Sailing vessel Anchored

Mauritius TTW 20°21S 057°21E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Cash / 
Crew's belongings Yes

15/03/2022 16:55 Chemical Tanker Anchored

Bangladesh TTW 22°14N 091°49E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

21/03/2022 12:00 Sailing vessel Anchored

Mauritius TTW 20°20S 057°20E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

21/03/2022 12:00 Sailing vessel Anchored

Mauritius TTW 20°11S 057°47E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores Yes

Men boarded and left with ship equipement. The theft 
was noticed during a round.

1 skiff with 8 men approached at 3nm. The vessel 
conducted evasive maneuvers and the security team 
showed their weapons. The skiff moved away. 

An unknown number of men boarded and stole crew 
belongings and cash. 

An unknown number of men boarded and left with 
ship equipment after the alarm was raised.

An unknown number of men boarded and left with 
cash. 

6 men were seen by the duty crew. The alarm was 
raised and men escaped with ship stores.

An unknown number of men boarded and stole crew's 
belongings.

An unknown number of men boarded and stole ship 
stores. 

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
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22/03/2022 14:25 Container ship Sailing

Yemen EEZ 14°41N 053°27E

Suspicious 
approach Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

06/04/2022 12:00 Sailing vessel Anchored

Mayotte TTW 12°46S 045°14E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

08/04/2022 17:30 Tug Sailing

India TTW 21°28N 072°22E

Suspicious 
approach Yes No injuries - Nil Yes

09/04/2022 8:00 Bulk carrier Anchored

Bangladesh TTW 22°13N 091°44E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores Yes

13/04/2022 20:15 Container ship Sailing

Yemen EEZ 12°34N 046°58E

Suspicious 
approach Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

16/04/2022 12:00 Tanker Anchored

Bangladesh TTW 22°12N 091°47E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores Yes

19/04/2022 15:30 Fishing vessel Sailing

India EEZ 10°14N 080°06E

Boarding Yes Assaulted - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

26/04/2022 12:00 Tanker Anchored

Bangladesh TTW 22°18N 091°44E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores Yes

2 boats and 4 skiffs with a total of 10 men and a 
ladder approached within 0,5 NM of a vessel. 10 
minutes later, 6 more skiffs approached. The security 
team fired warning shots. The skiffs headed back 
toward the 2 boats. 

A dinghy was reported stolen.

2 skiffs with 6 or 7 armed men on each skiff 
approached the platform towed by the tug.

An unknown number of men boarded and left with 
ship's equipement. 

A skiff emitting blue flashes approached a vessel 
which carried out evasive manœuvres. The security 
team fired warning shots when the boat was at 
0,5NM. After 20 minutes, the vessel lost contact.

1 man boarded and left with paint.

5 armed men boarded the vessel during 3 different 
attacks. They left with ship's belongings.

17

22

23 7/8 men were seen by the duty crew. The alarm was 
raised and they escaped with spools of wire.

18

19

20

21

16

05/05/2022 6:30 Chemical Tanker Sailing

Yemen Int. Waters 13°19N 060°14E

Suspicious 
approach No No injuries - Nil Yes

05/05/2022 2:48 Cargo ship Sailing

Djibouti EEZ 11°50N 044°45E

Sighting / Irregular 
Activity No No injuries - Nil Yes

10/05/2022 12:00 Bulk carrier Sailing

Yemen EEZ 13°33N 047°52E

Sighting / Irregular 
Activity Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

15/05/2022 4:00 Sailing vessel Anchored

Mauritius TTW 20°04S 057°31E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

17/05/2022 18:03 Cargo ship Sailing

Yemen EEZ 11°51N 045°03E

Suspicious 
approach Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes - with 

intervention

19/05/2022 8:00 Sailing vessel Sailing

Yemen EEZ 14°19N 042°42E

Attack Yes - With 
Use No injuries - Nil Yes - with 

intervention

25/05/2022 13:30 Cargo ship Sailing

Yemen EEZ 14°04N 049°11E

Suspicious 
approach

Yes - With 
Use No injuries - Nil Yes

25/05/2022 7:50 Other Sailing

Yemen TTW 12°33N 043°31E

Suspicious 
approach

Yes - With 
Use No injuries - Nil Yes - with 

intervention

30

31

2 skiffs with 8 men approached the vessel. The 
security team fired warning shots and the skiffs 
headed back.

A patrol vessel spotted 1 skiff approaching the bow. 
The security team fired warning shots. The skiff 
approached at 0,5NM before stopping. 

26

27

28

29

1 small boat approached a merchant vessel.

1 person boarded and damaged items onboard the 
vessel.

2 skiffs approached at a minimum distance of 100m. 
After evasive manoeuvres, the setting up of all 
protective devices and 4 warning shots fired by the 
security team, the 2 skiffs abandoned the approach. A 
french naval vessel was warned and made contact 
with the vessel.

A sailing vessel was attacked by 3 speedboats each 
with 5 men armed with AK47 and RPG. Shots were 
fired towards the ship. Another speedboat with 7 men 
then arrived. The third boarding attempt was 
successful. The ship managed to get rid of the 
intruder and escape. Italian naval assets escorted the 
vessel.

24

25

3 small boats approached the vessel at 0,5NM. The 
vessel increased speed and the small boats moved 
away.

2 small boats approached the vessel at 3,5NM then 
1,8NM after increasing speed. They stopped and 
drifted away.
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31/05/2022 12:00 Sailing vessel Anchored

Mauritius TTW 20°21S 057°21E

Theft No No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

01/06/2022 14:22 Cargo ship Sailing

Yemen EEZ 11°58N 045°00E

Sighting / Irregular 
Activity No No injuries - Nil Yes

01/06/2022 15:10 Cargo ship Sailing

Yemen EEZ 14°27N 042°11E

Sighting / Irregular 
Activity No No injuries - Nil Yes

14/06/2022 5:47 Sailing vessel Sailing

Eritrea TTW 12°50N 043°13E

Sighting / Irregular 
Activity No No injuries - Nil Yes

18/06/2022 10:10 Chemical Tanker Sailing

Yemen TTW 12°38N 043°18E

Suspicious 
approach No No injuries - Nil Yes

22/06/2022 8:15 Supply vessel Sailing

Djibouti EEZ 11°54N 043°55E

False alarm No No injuries - Nil Yes

27/06/2022 21:30 Container ship Anchored

Bangladesh EEZ 22°08N 091°43E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

28/06/2022 9:00 Sailing vessel Anchored

Mauritius TTW 20°00N 057°39E

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

38

39

Security equiments were stolen.

The skipper reported 2 propellers stolen.

34

35

36

37

The vessel was approached by 2 skiffs with 6 persons 
on board each. The skiffs approached to about 0.3 
and 1 NM. The ship increased its speed and the skiffs 
changed direction. No weapons were seen but a 
ladder was noticed. 

1 skiff with 2 men selling fish approached but then 
moved away before returning to the scene with 
another skiff with 5 men onboard. 

1 skiff approached to within 0.4nm with 5 men. The 
vessel changed course and moved away when the 
alarm was raised by the armed security team on 
board.

1 skiff approached before leaving.

32

33

Men boarded and stole bottles of alcohol.

1 skiff approached and passed astern at a distance of 
2 Nm, then moved away.

03/07/2022 12:00 Sailing vessel Anchored

Mauritius TTW 20°02N 057°32E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

12/07/2022 6:00 Cargo ship Anchored

Bangladesh TTW 21°56N 89°31E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Nil Yes - with 
intervention

22/08/2022 16:50 Cargo ship Sailing

Eritrea EEZ 13°10N 043°30E

Suspicious 
approach Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

07/09/2022 2:15 Other Anchored

Egypt TTW 29°49N 032°34E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

21/09/2022 1:20 Container ship Anchored

Egypt TTW 29°50N 032°34E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores Yes

01/10/2022 7:15 Fishing vessel Sailing

Somalia Int. Waters 12°35N 064°12E

Suspicious 
approach Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

09/10/2022 12:00 Fishing vessel Anchored

Mauritius TTW 20°06S 057°26E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

21/10/2022 11:06 Tanker Berthed

Yemen TTW 14°41N 049°31E

Other Yes - With 
Use No injuries - Nil Yes - with 

intervention

46

47

A fishing vessel was stolen.

A drone exploded at the bow of a tanker, a second 
one exploded 30 m from the vessel. The company 
informed the Yemeni Coast Guard who ordered the 
vessel to sail.

42

43

44

45

3 skiffs approached to 0.75 nm. The first skiff had 3 
men onboard and 38 men were on the other skiffs. 
The ship applied anti-piracy measures, the security 
team set up and the crew assembled, ready to proceed 
to the citadel. 
The skiffs gave up the chase after the ship began its 
evasive manoeuvres.

2 men tried to board but were seen by the duty crew. 
They escaped empty-handed.

3 men on a skiff were seen by the duty crew. Some 
cans of paint were stolen.

A fishing vessel was followed by a skiff on the bow 
and another on the stern with 3 men in each boat. 2 
other skiffs were reported nearby as well as 2 
possible motherships. The 2 closest skiffs were 
approximately 1.1NM from the vessel. The members 
of the security team onboard showed their weapons 
causing the skiffs to move away.

40

41

Some equipment was stolen.

An unknown number of armed men tried to board. 
The port authority was notified and a coastguard 
vessel was dispatched to the scene and arrested the 
men. On 14 July, raids led to 7 arrests and a boat was 
confiscated.
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23/10/2022 6:30 Sailing vessel Anchored

Mauritius TTW 20°14S 057°26E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores Yes

31/10/2022 16:30 Chemical Tanker Anchored

India TTW 22°47N 070°04E

Robbery yes No injuries - stores Yes

06/11/2022 7:00 Container ship Anchored

Egypt TTW 28°59N 032°51E

Theft no No injuries - Stores Yes

09/11/2022 7:30 Cargo ship Sailing

Yemen EEZ 14°02N 048°25E

Other Yes - With 
Use No injuries - Nil Yes

15/11/2022 15:36 Tanker Anchored

Yemen TTW 22°08N 062°36E

Other Yes - With 
Use No injuries - Nil Yes

18/11/2022 11:00 Other Sailing

Yemen EEZ 14°07N 053°51E

Sighting / Irregular 
Activity No No injuries - Nil Yes

21/11/2022 15:50 Sailing vessel Sailing

Eritrea TTW 13°11N 042°28E

False alarm Yes No injuries - Cash / 
Crew's belongings

Yes - with 
intervention

21/11/2022 18:10 Container ship Anchored

Bangladesh EEZ 21°27N 089°35E

Robbery Yes - With 
Use

Assaulted - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

54

55

A sailing vessel was attacked by 3 skiffs and 
gunshots were heard. When the skiffs approached the 
vessel, there were people with uniforms and it was 
the Eritrean Coast Guard. They took the passeports 
and mobil phones of the crew.

18 men armed with knives from 2 boats boarded a 
vessel. The crewmembers retreated to the citadel. 
One of them was held by the men. Local authorities 
were informed. The men stole items before escaping, 
leaving the crewmember with minor injuries.

50

51

52

53

An unknown number of individuals boarded the 
vessel undetected and stole various items.

A drone attack, reportedly carried out by the Houthi 
militia, following the arrival of an oil tanker at the 
port. The drone was downed and the attack 
prevented, however the tanker had to stop the 
unloading operation and departed.

An oil tanker was attacked by a drone. The ship was 
only slightly damaged and there were no reports of 
pollution or crew injuries. 

A suspicious dhow, carrying out AIS spoofing, 
approached the ship at 2 NM. The vessel diverted 
several times, the dhow passed on its stern at very 
low speed.

48

49

Ship equipement was stolen.

The crew on duty spotted 6 men armed with knives 
and sticks onboard the tanker. The alarm was raised 
and the crew gathered. The men escaped with items 
from the vessel. The incident was reported to the port 
authority.

21/11/2022 14:12 Container ship Anchored

Yemen TTW 14°44N 049°36E

Other No No injuries - Nil Yes

22/11/2022 21:30 Cargo ship Anchored

India TTW 22°51N 070°11E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

10/12/2022 5:28 Sailing vessel Sailing

Eritrea EEZ 13°10N 042°56E

Sighting / Irregular 
Activity 

Yes - With 
Use No injuries - Nil Yes

21/12/2022 12:00 Fishing vessel Berthed

India TTW 22°29N 069°05E

Theft No No injuries - Ship's 
damage Yes

26/12/2022 15:50 Tanker Anchored

India TTW 22°47N 070°00E

Theft No No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

58

59

60

2 skiffs approached within 1 Nm and fired shots. The 
armed security team returned fire and the skiffs left.

A fishing vessel was stolen but recovered by the 
maritime police.

3 men were spotted by the duty crew. Upon 
discovery, they fled in a wooden craft with some 
spool pieces.

56

57

A tanker had to stop loading urgently because a 
missile fell on the anchorage. The vessel was not 
damaged and the crew was unharmed. 

3 men boarded and were seen on the forecastle. The 
alarm was raised and the men escaped jumping 
overboard.
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SOUTH EAST ASIA & PACIFIC OCEAND

Indonesia - not including the Singapore Strait

After a sharp decline in the number of incidents in 2021, the number of 
events appears to be stable in 2022. Robberies or attempted robberies are 
committed by robbers who are very often armed with knives and daggers 
and in some cases with firearms. Most of the time, spare parts are stolen. 
These actions mostly take place in the anchorage areas.

Malaysia

The number of reported events in Malaysian waters has remained at a low 
level since 2020 and mainly concerned robberies carried out at anchor 
and without violence in the north-east of the island of Borneo (Sandakan 
port).

Philippines

The number of reported incidents in the Philippines is down significantly 
this year and relates to thefts at anchor. While 2021 saw an increase in 
violence against crews, this year only one incident involved weapons.
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Vietnam

The number of incidents in Vietnam remains insignificant; they are 
mostly non-violent thefts of equipment. However, in 2022, a fishing boat 
was attacked by three armed assailants who escaped by injuring a crew 
member with a firearm.

Papua New Guinea

Only one incident was reported in 2022 near the port of Madang. The 
attack on the passenger ship was carried out in a very violent and armed 
manner, leaving six people dead, six missing and two injured.
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Date Time (UTC) Vessel type Status

Country Localisation Latitude Longitude

Event Type Weapons 
presence

Spoil human - 
goods 

Authorities 
informed

06/01/2022 0:38 Tug Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°12N 103°33E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

06/01/2022 0:00 Tanker Anchored

Indonesia TTW 03°42S 122°20E

Hijack Yes No injuries - Nil Yes

07/01/2022 19:20 Tanker Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°16N 104°16E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Nil Yes

07/01/2022 21:40 Tanker Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°15N 104°13E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

10/01/2022 14:00 Tanker Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°13N 103°32E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

15/01/2022 12:00 Other Unknown

Bangladesh TTW 21°35N 091°49E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Nil Yes

17/01/2022 13:40 Other Unknown

Indonesia TTW 00°50S 117°19E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

6 armed men boarded and 2 other men were on a skiff. 
The crew mustered and was detained. The men 
hijacked the vessel .

4 armed men boarded but were seen by the duty crew. 
The alarm was raised and the crew mustered. The men 
escaped empty-handed.

4 men boarded but were seen by the duty crew. The 
alarm was raised and the crew mustered. The men 
escaped empty-handed.

Men tried to board with a ladder. The alarm was raised 
and the men escaped.

6 armed men were arrested while preparing a robbery. 

47 men were arrested on 8 motor boats stealing coal on 
a barge. 

Srl

1
3 men were seen on the towed barge. The alarm was 
raised and the crew mustered. The men escaped empty-
handed.

2

3

4

Event description

5

6

7

20/01/2022 12:00 Passenger ship Unknown

Papua New 
Guinea TTW 05°15N 145°50E

Hijack Yes Assaulted - Stores Yes

27/01/2022 0:00 Fishing vessel Sailing

Indonesia TTW 03°43S 106°16E

Boarding Yes - With Use Threatened - Nil Yes - with 
intervention

29/01/2022 21:28 Tug Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°10N 103°28E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

30/01/2022 4:28 Other Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°10N 103°28E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

02/02/2022 15:40 Tanker Anchored

Malaysia TTW 05°47N 118°01E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores Yes

02/02/2022 14:35 Bulk carrier Anchored

Indonesia TTW 03°54N 098°47E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Stores Yes

07/02/2022 17:26 Tanker Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°14N 104°04E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

07/02/2022 9:14 Tanker Anchored

Indonesia TTW 01°16S 116°48E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores Yes

Men attacked a passenger boat, resulting in 6 people 
dead, 6 missing and 2 injured. 

A man boarded with 2 guns and threatened the crew. 
The man slipped and fell into the sea. Authorities were 
contacted and the man was arrested shortly after.

2 men boarded but were seen by the duty crew. The 
alarm was raised and the crew mustered. The men 
escaped empty-handed.

2 men tried to board the vessel but moved away when 
they heard the alarm. 

1 man boarded  but was seen by the duty crew. The 
alarm was raised and the man left with stores. 

3 armed men boarded and threatened the duty crew. 
After the alarm was raised, they left with stores. 

Men boarded but were seen by the duty crew. The 
alarm was raised and the men left empty-handed.

2 men boarded but were seen by the duty crew. The 
alarm was raised and the crew mustered. The men 
escaped with ship stores.

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

List of events in chronological order
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11/02/2022 19:30 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°17N 104°18E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores Yes

16/02/2022 13:58 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°14N 104°03E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

16/02/2022 18:08 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°12N 104°01E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

18/02/2022 12:50 Tanker Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°15N 104°02E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores Yes

24/02/2022 18:40 Tanker Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°15N 104°08E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores Yes

25/02/2022 18:38 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°03N 103°41E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Stores Yes

27/02/2022 20:00 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°02N 103°38E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Nil Yes

01/03/2022 18:10 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°14N 104°04E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Nil Yes

2 men boarded and left with ship stores.

2 men boarded but left when seen by the crew. The 
men escaped empty-handed.

2 men boarded but left when seen by the crew. The 
men escaped empty-handed.

2 men boarded and escaped with ship stores on a small 
boat.

2 men boarded and escaped with ship stores.

5 armed men boarded and left with ship stores.

3 armed men boarded and left empty-handed.

17

22

23 3 armed men boarded and left empty-handed.

18

19

20

21

16

01/03/2022 18:30 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°14N 104°03E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Not 
stated Yes

01/03/2022 21:30 Tanker Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°14N 104°00E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Nil Yes

03/03/2022 18:30 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°15N 104°04E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

25/03/2022 11:20 Bulk carrier Anchored

Indonesia TTW 03°55N 098°46E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Stores Yes

30/03/2022 22:00 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°16N 104°15E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Stores Yes

02/04/2022 16:30 Other Anchored

Philippines TTW 13°45N 121°01E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

11/04/2022 12:00 Bulk carrier Anchored

Indonesia TTW 06°02S 106°49E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

15/04/2022 20:40 Tanker Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°14N 103°58E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

30

31

Men were seen onboard by the crew. The alarm was 
raised and they escaped empty-handed. 

1 man was seen by the crew. The alarm was raised and 
he escaped empty-handed.

26

27

28

29

5 men boarded but left empty-handed when seen by the 
crew.

3 armed men were seen onboard by the crew. The 
alarm was raised and they escaped with ship 
belongings. 

6 or 7 armed men boarded and tied up a crew member 
in the engine room. He managed to flee and raised the 
alarm. The men left with ship stores. 

5 men boarded but were seen by the crew. The alarm 
was raised and they left with ship stores. 

24

25

4 armed men boarded the vessel.

6 armed men boarded but left when seen by the crew. 
They left empty-handed. 
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17/04/2022 19:05 Container ship Anchored

Philippines TTW 06°13N 125°08E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

19/04/2022 14:30 Tug Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°13N 103°53E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes - with 
intervention

26/04/2022 18:00 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°16N 104°17E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

27/04/2022 19:45 Tanker Anchored

Philippines TTW 13°43N 121°02E

Theft No No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

10/05/2022 21:00 Tug Sailing

Indonesia TTW 00°03N 109°09E

Robbery Yes - With Use Threatened - Nil Yes

11/05/2022 19:10 Tanker Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°10n 103°25E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

17/05/2022 18:15 Container ship Anchored

Indonesia TTW 06°00S 106°54E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

19/05/2022 5:45 Tug Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°13N 103°29E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

38

39

An officer of the watch on the vessel noticed an unlit 
boat near the stern. The steering engine room door 
alarm was activated and the crew was mustered. The 
men fled.

4 men boarded the barge and then left. The ship's 
master reported that all crew members safe and that 
metal was stolen.

34

35

36

37

A man was seen by the crew in the engine room. He 
escaped empty-handed. 

3 men were seen by the crew. The alarm was raised and 
they left with ship stores. 

Several men boarded a ship with airsorft weapons and 
fired shots at the crew. A crewmember was injured. 
The crew overwhelmed the men who fled. 

3 men were seen by the crew in the engine room. They 
left empty-handed. 

32

33

An unknown number of men boarded but left empty-
handed.

9 men attempted to board the towed barge but were 
seen by coast guards. 

20/05/2022 21:00 Bulk carrier Sailing

Indonesia EEZ 01°01N 105°05E

Boarding Yes No injuries - Nil Yes

27/05/2022 22:56 Tanker Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°07N 103°30E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

28/05/2022 2:59 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°06N 103°31E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

12/06/2022 20:30 Tanker Anchored

Indonesia TTW 03°55N 098°44E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes - with 
intervention

19/06/2022 13:30 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°16N 104°15E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

21/06/2022 12:00 Tug Sailing

Indonesia TTW 00°32N 117°47E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Nil Yes - with 
intervention

22/06/2022 20:20 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°20N 104°23E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes - with 
intervention

29/06/2022 12:00 Tanker Anchored

Indonesia TTW 03°47N 098°41E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores Yes

46

47

An armed man boarded. The crew was safe but the 
master requested assistance from local authorities to 
conduct a search of the vessel. 

The officer on duty spotted 2 men leaving the vessel. 
The captain reported all crew members safe and some 
ship stores stolen. The incident was reported to the 
local authorities.

42

43

44

45

3 men were seen by the crew. They left with ship 
equipment.

A man was seen and the alarm was raised. He fled  
before the patrol reached the scene.

2 men boarded but escaped, despite being locked in the 
engine room by the duty officer. The local authorities 
were notified. 

8 men boarded. The captain alerted local authorities. 
The Coast Guard arrived on the scene very quickly and 
fired warning shots at the thieves who were trying to 
escape. They were arrested and handed over to the 
competent authorities with their equipment.

40

41

4 men armed with machetes boarded the ship. The crew 
did not request any assistance.

3 men were seen by the crew. They left empty-handed.
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03/07/2022 20:10 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°17N 104°19E

Robbery yes No injuries - Stores Yes

08/07/2022 15:24 Tanker Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°17N 104°19E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Nil Yes

17/07/2022 18:00 Bulk carrier Anchored

Indonesia TTW 06° 02S 106° 54E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Nil Yes - with 
intervention

12/07/2022 14:00 Sailing vessel Sailing

Philippines EEZ 11°50N 122°41E

Boarding Yes No injuries - Cash / 
Crew's belongings Yes

22/07/2022 17:10 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°08N 103°29E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

29/07/2022 19:00 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°16N 104°18E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Stores Yes

29/07/2022 15:00 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°16N 104°17E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

29/07/2022 19:40 Cargo ship Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°09N 103°27E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

54

55

4 men boarded and stole spare parts before leaving.

2 men were seen by the crew in the engine room.

50

51

52

53

3 men armed with knives boarded but were seen by the 
crew. The alarm was raised and the men left empty-
handed. The port authority investigated onboard.

Armed men boarded and stole some crew's effects 
before leaving.

6 men boarded and stole spare parts before leaving.

3 men armed with knives boarded and stole spare parts 
before leaving.

48

49

6 men with suspected firearms were seen in the engine 
room. Spare parts were stolen.

5 men armed with knives boarded but left empty-
handed.

31/07/2022 5:00 Tug Sailing

Singapore TTW 1°16N 104°08E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Stores Yes

03/08/2022 15:26 Tug Sailing

Singapore TTW 1°13N 103°32E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

09/08/2022 1:38 Supply vessel Sailing

Singapore TTW 1°10N 103°35E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

11/08/2022 20:20 Tanker Anchored

Malaysia TTW 05°49N 118°08E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

17/08/2022 12:00 Bulk carrier Anchored

Indonesia TTW 03°56N 098°47E

Robbery yes No injuries - Stores Yes

25/08/2022 12:00 Fishing vessel Sailing

Indonesia TTW 00°52S 104°12E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Stores / 
Crew's belongings Yes

26/08/2022 11:28 Tug Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°17N 104°20E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes - with 
intervention

28/08/2022 20:02 Cargo ship Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°07N 103°30E

Robbery yes No injuries - Nil Yes

62

63

The captain noticed 15 men boarding the towed barge 
and reported to the authorities. A coastal patrol vessel 
responded causing the men to flee.

The crew saw 3 men in the engine room, armed with 
metal rods, hammers and knives. The crew conducted a 
search but the men could not be found.

58

59

60

61

2 men boarded and stole spare parts before leaving.

4 men on a speedboat boarded the vessel. The duty 
officer noticed movement and raised the alarm. The 
men then fled with ship's stores.

2 men with knives were seen on board and the alarm 
was raised. The men fled with stolen good. The 
incident was reported to the local authorities.

Armed men boarded and stole some personal 
belongings before leaving.

56

57

6 men armed with knives boarded but left empty-
handed.

13 men boarded but left empty-handed.
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30/08/2022 12:00 Other Berthed

Philippines TTW 13°45N 121°02E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores Yes

02/09/2022 20:40 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°16N 104°17E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Stores Yes

07/09/2022 15:25 Tug Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°12N 103°32E

Theft Unknown No injuries - Nil Yes

09/09/2022 15:00 Fishing vessel Sailing

Vietnam EEZ 08°22N 115°17E

Boarding Yes - With Use Threatened - Cash / 
Crew's belongings Yes

17/09/2022 7:50 Tug Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°17N 104°09E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

15/10/2022 12:00 Fishing vessel Sailing

Indonesia TTW 03°48N 099°00E

Robbery Yes No injuries - Stores Yes

15/10/2022 11:00 Bulk carrier Anchored

Indonesia TTW 05°28S 105°18E

Theft No No injuries - Stores Yes

16/10/2022 14:30 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°09N 103°27E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

70

71

Men boarded unnoticed and stole equipments before 
leaving.

3 men boarded but escaped empty-handed after being 
spotted by the duty crew in the stearing room.

66

67

68

69

11 men boarded but escaped empty-handed.

3 armed men boarded and stole some fish. They 
escaped and shot a crew member.

8 men boarded but escaped empty-handed.

3 men armed with guns boarded and stole some fish, 
GPS equipment and diesel.

64

65

Men boarded unnoticed and stole equipment before 
leaving.

3 men boarded and stole spare parts before leaving.

16/10/2022 17:05 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°09N 103°26E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

23/10/2022 15:59 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°10N 103°26E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

03/11/2022 11:24 Tug Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°11N 103°52E

Theft No No injuries - stores Yes

05/11/2022 12:00 Unknown Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°09N 103°36E

Theft No No injuries - stores Yes

08/11/2022 20:44 Tug Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°08N 103°29E

Theft No No injuries - stores Yes

17/11/2022 12:00 Unknown Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°13N 103°55E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

18/11/2022 18:12 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°05N 103°43E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

21/11/2022 0:45 Tug Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°13N 103°32E

Theft No No injuries - stores Yes

78

79

5 men boarded the vessel . Nothing was reported 
stolen.

9 men boarded the vessel and stole scrap metal.

74

75

76

77

2 men broke into one of the barges the vessel was 
towing. Scrap metal was stolen.

7 men were caught stealing scrap metal from a barge 
being towed in the Malacca Straits. Several tonnes of 
scrap metal were recovered from small boats.

A man broke into one of the barges the vessel was 
towing. A hawser was stolen.

Several men boarded but escaped after beeing seen by 
the duty crew.

72

73

3 men boarded but escaped empty-handed after being 
spotted by the duty crew in the engine room.

5 men boarded but escaped empty-handed when the 
duty crew saw them.
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21/11/2022 2:10 Tug Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°12N 103°32E

Theft No No injuries - stores Yes

21/11/2022 7:40 Tug Sailing

Malaysia TTW 01°21N 103°32E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

21/11/2022 17:45 Tanker Anchored

Vietnam TTW 10°11N 107°01E

Theft No No injuries - stores Yes

23/11/2022 17:00 Bulk carrier Sailing

Indonesia TTW 01°03N 103°36E

Theft No No injuries - stores Yes

24/11/2022 4:00 Container ship Anchored

Malaysia EEZ 02°01N 104°39E

Boarding No No injuries - Nil Yes

25/11/2022 14:28 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°02N 103°37E

Theft No No injuries - stores Yes

25/11/2022 17:05 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°03N 103°40E

Theft No No injuries - stores Yes

01/12/2022 13:25 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°03N 103°38E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

86

87

Men boarded and escaped with some items.

7 men were seen in the engine room but escaped empty-
handed.

82

83

84

85

A small boat was spotted close to the ship by the crew. 
The alarm was raised and the crew mustered. AThe 
paint locker was broken into and some items were 
stolen.

3 men boarded and stole generator spare parts.

A man tried to climb to the upper deck from the hawse 
pipe. But the cover was in place so the man left.

Men boarded and escaped with some items.

80

81

14 men boarded the vessel. Scrap metal was stolen.

4 men boarded from two small boats before escaping.

06/12/2022 12:00 Tug Sailing

Vietnam TTW 10°17N 107°04E

Theft No No injuries - stores Yes - with 
intervention

11/12/2022 18:45 Tanker Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°03N 103°39E

Theft No No injuries - Nil Yes

13/12/2022 20:00 Bulk carrier Sailing

Singapore TTW 01°03N 103°38E

Theft Yes Threatened - Stores Yes

90
3 men armed with knives boarded and tied up the 
second engineer in the engine room. They stole a 
handphone andparts of generator before escape.

88

89

4 men were arrested after they claimed that they stole 
1501Kgs of iron scrap on a barge.

5 men boarded but escaped empty-handed when the 
crew saw them.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
⚓  Ewan Lebourdais, CPO Sébastien Laurent, CPO Audrey Agostinelli,

PO1 Charles Wassilieff, PO1  Rachel Bodier, PO1  Lumir Lugué,
PO1  Thomas Trebern, PO1  François Bogaert, PO3 Thomas Louradour,

PO3 Enzo Lemesle, PO3 Anaël Ledauphin,
Bastien Otelli, Baptiste Langlois-Meurinne, Rémi Lemenicier
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